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INTER-AMERICAN 
HUMAN RICHTS 
SYSTEM AND SRR: 
A PENDING ISSUE

Clara Elena Cardona Tamayo1
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It is clear that the Inter-American 
Human Rights System (SIDH) or 
IAHRS for its acronym in English, has 
a pending debt with the incorporation 
of sexual and reproductive rights (SRR) 
within any regulation or treaty that allows 
its protection, access and guarantee 
directly and without any delay. Despite the 
fact that there have been many efforts that various 
actors of Civil Society (CS) have made through 
political advocacy, training and mobilisation to 
achieve some progress. 

1 ALawyer and feminist activist, consultant for the LACWHN,  
claracardonatamayo@gmail.com 
 
2 Lawyer and LGBTI activist, consultant for the LACWHN, 
rinconperfettigerman@gmail.com  

1. OVERVIEW

1.1. INTRODUCTION

Among the organisations that 
promote initiatives so that the most 
humane of human rights are considered 
in the IAHRS are: (the Campaign for an 
Inter-American Convention on Sexual 
and Reproductive Rights (CCIDSDR, 
its Spanish Acronym), the LGBTTTI 
Coalition of Advocacy in the Americas 
(OAS), the Centre for Justice and 
International Law (CEJIL), the Latin 
American Committee for Women 
(CLADEM is the Acronym in Spanish), 
the Centre for Reproductive Rights 
(CRR) and the Latin American and 
Caribbean Women’s Health Network 
(LACWHN) or RSMLAC for its acronym 
in Spanish.

After reviewing the national laws related 
to sexual and reproductive rights (SRR) in the 
region, it is evident that, in fact, almost all the 
countries examined have a public policy, a law or 
a national programme designed to meet the needs 
of the sexual and reproductive health (SRH). 
Paradoxical then that at the inter-American level 
there is not yet a protection mechanism for these. 

On the other hand, despite the existence of 
public policies at the national level, it is important 
to state and analyse the difficulties that come 

claracardonatamayo@gmail.com
rinconperfettigerman@gmail.com
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up between the approval of regulations and 
the reality of access to sexual and reproductive 
health services: comprehensive sexual education 
(CSE), emergency contraception, family planning, 
free condom delivery, abortion, humanised 
care in childbirth, comprehensive care without 
discrimination for LGBTI people, differential care 
for people with HIV / AIDS, among many other 
situations of inequity and injustice that arise at 
the time of demanding the guarantee of any SRR, 
especially in those who are at greater risk of 
suffering discrimination, such as LGBTI population 
and women.

Currently, in countries such as 
Bolivia, El Salvador, Guatemala, 
Honduras, Chile and the Dominican 
Republic, which have moved on–some 
more than others– from authoritarian 
to progressive governments or with 
a greater capacity for inclusion of 
historically excluded people, it happens 
that issues such as free choice to 
motherhood and the rights of LGBTI 
people continue to be treated from 
spheres of dogma and faith, neglecting 
their focus on human rights, health and 
public policy.

It is usual that sexual health and reproductive 
health policy proposals are constructed from a 
family approach, restrictive of enjoyment and 
eroticism, and permeated by control, guilt, and 
divine and social sanction. This problem occurs 
in Bolivia, Guatemala, Honduras and Uruguay 
with programmes to approach the HIV/AIDS 
pandemic; in Bolivia, Colombia, Honduras, Mexico 
and Panama, with the programmes aimed at 
young people and adolescents; and in the case of 
Argentina, with those of sexual education.

It is evident that it is more effective 
to address these programmes from 
sexual and reproductive health policies 
and not in a unitary manner, since in 
this way preconceptions and prejudices 
remain; prejudices that reinforce the 
idea that HIV/AIDS has to do exclusively 
with members of the LGBTI community, 
specifically, with gays. The evidence shows 
that it is monogamous and heterosexual women 
who are infected, on a higher scale, by their 
permanent partners or spouses.

However, regarding the fight for unrestricted, 
legal, free-of-charge and safe abortion, the 
regulations are quite divergent in the region, since 
with the exception of Uruguay and the Federal 
District of Mexico, in the other countries the idea is 
preserved that the abortion should be penalised, or 
just partially decriminalized and largely controlled 
by the states.

In countries such as Argentina, 
Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, there are 
partial decriminalisation regulations. 
However, the evidence shows that 
in these territories, women must 
go through obstacles to be able to 
interrupt their unwanted pregnancies. 
Currently, bills for the decriminalisation 
of abortion are being discussed in 
Argentina, Peru and Bolivia. While in El 
Salvador, Honduras and the Dominican 
Republic, abortion continues to be 
totally criminalised and is far from being 
decriminalised, since advances are 
seen in regulations for the protection 
of the unborn children, promoted by 
the advanced religious fundamentalist, 
made up of conservative groups and 
the extreme right wing of Latin America 
and the Caribbean.

This aforementioned context is an introduction 
to address how the effective enjoyment of SRR is 
affected by all people, particularly the life, health 
and safety of women in all their life cycles in the 
Latin American region and Caribbean. This is due 
to the fact that the objective of this document, 
produced for the Curso de Incidencia Política de la 
Escuela Feminista (Course on Political Advocacy 
at the Feminist School) of LACWHN3, is to envision 
possible avenues for advocacy on SRR within the 
Inter-American Human Rights System. In this text 
we bet that, through the analysis and study of the 
information presented, the students can formulate 
strategies that allow linking the regional advocacy 
with the national advocacy in the field of SRR.

3 For further information about the LACWHN Feminist 
School, consult the page: https://escuela.reddesalud.org/
inicio?destination=/inicio 

https://escuela.reddesalud.org/inicio?destination=/inicio
https://escuela.reddesalud.org/inicio?destination=/inicio
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1.2. METHODOLOGY 
FOR THE DESIGN 
OF THE MODULE

The methodology used to draft the document 
started from the search and analysis of secondary 
sources and conversations with feminist activists 
who promote actions from civil society in defence 
of the SRR within the IAHRS. In like manner, some 
jurisprudential sources on SRR were compiled, 
which have been analysed by some academics 
and activists, and which contribute to the training 
of young people, in particular, people who are 
interested in the defence and protection of these 
rights within the IAHRS.

The approach used for the analysis is that 
of the human rights of women from a feminist 
perspective. That is, from the theory and 
practice that encompasses different perceptions, 
different intellectual elaborations and different 
proposals for action derived from the problem 
itself: from the subordination and oppression of 
women in patriarchal (male-dominant) societies. 
This approach is not presented throughout the 
document in a specific way, but rather locates 
the points of analysis from the view that women 
are always at a disadvantage compared to their 
male peers as a consequence of the differentiated 
construct made between genders and which it is 
located within a socio/sexual/patriarchal system.

4  Let the concept of woman be understood, in all life cycles 
and in all considerations of sexual diversity and gender 
identity.

1.3. SEXUAL RIGHTS AND 
REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS 
IN THE INTER-AMERICAN 
HUMAN RIGHTS SYSTEM: 
A PENDING DEBT.

Those who have ventured to open paths for 
the recognition of the SSR in the IAHRS, have had 
only two normative approaches: the first, through 
the human rights of women4;  the second, through 
the rights of LGBTI people.  For this reason, 
preparing a document on this topic is a challenge 
that starts from analysing what little there is about 
SRR in the IAHRS, weighing the few or relevant 
advances in this regard and providing ways 
for the students of the Feminist School to draw 
strategies so that they are the ones who continue 
the advocacy at the IAHRS in order to achieve a 
Resolution on SRR, as the least ambitious goal 
and one day to have an Inter-American Convention 
on SRR in the region of the Americas. 

It is essential that those who read and study 
this module at the Feminist School previously 
consult the documents prepared by the RSMLAC 
on the IAHRS, from which they can inquire about 
the definition, conformation, and structure of the 
Inter-American Human Rights System and other 
issues that are not are contained in this document.
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1.3.1. THE INTER-
AMERICAN 
CONVENTION ON 
THE PREVENTION, 
PUNISHMENT, 
AND ERADICATION 
OF VIOLENCE 
AGAINST WOMEN 
(CONVENTIÓN OF 
BELÉM DO PARÁ).

Regarding the human rights of women, 
there is the Inter-American Convention to Prevent, 
Punish and Eradicate Violence against Women 
(known as the Convention of Belém do Pará), 
which contains duties, thanks to the work of 
women and their organisations in the region of the 
Americas, in legislative and administrative matters 
within which sexual and reproductive autonomy 
have a place5. 

The Convention of Belém do Pará 
establishes, for the first time, the right 
of women to live a life free of violence6. 
It treats violence against women as 
a violation of their human rights and 
confronts it from the political, legal, 
social, economic and cultural spheres. 
“The Convention of Belém do Pará puts under the 
microscope of International Human Rights Law 
the reality faced by women on a daily basis in the 
region, adopting as a new paradigm of human 
rights –and especially the human rights of women– 
that Whatever is private, therefore is public; and 
consequently it is the duty of the States to assume 
the non-delegable task to prevent, eradicate and 
punish acts of violence in the lives of women, both 
in the public and private spheres7.

And it is that the Inter-American Convention 
is the highest jurisprudential standard that the 
IAHRS has regarding the protection of women and, 
therefore, it must be the political-strategic road 

5 See: Article 7: a. refrain from engaging in any act or 
practice of violence against women and to ensure that their 
authorities, officials, personnel, agents, and institutions act 
in conformity with this obligation; and e. take all appropriate 
measures, including legislative measures, to amend or 
repeal existing laws and regulations or to modify legal or 
customary practices which sustain the persistence and 
tolerance of violence against women. No. 9, October, 2015 – 
March, 2016, page. 273-288, ISSN 2253-6655. 
6 See CIM. Violence in the Americas. A Regional Analysis 
(With an examination of compliance with the Inter-American 
Convention to Prevent, Punish, and Eradicate Violence 
against Women (Convention of
Belém do Pará)). Washington, D.C .: Inter-American 
Commission of Women (CIM, Acronym in Spanish), 
Organisation of American States (OAS), 2001, retrieved from 
http: // www.oas.org/es/mesecvi/biblioteca.asp 
7 Mejía (Luz Patricia). “The Inter-American Commission of 
Women and the Convention of Belém do Pará. Impact on 
the Inter-American Human Rights System IIHR Magazine: 
Special edition on the XXX Interdisciplinary Course on 
Human Rights (56). San José: Inter-American Institute of 
Human Rights (IIHR), 2012, pp. 194 and 195, Retrieved from: 
http://iidh-webserver.iidh.ed.cr/multic/UserFiles/Biblioteca/
IIDH/3_2013/766d57df-258c-45f8-a242-ecc65d785cc3.pdf  

map for advocacy regarding SRR in the IAHRS 
and its connections with national advocacy; That 
is, social organisations, NGOs, and social leaders, 
who are dedicated to the protection and defence 
of women’s human rights and their connection 
with the SRR in their countries, must consider 
the Convention for their allegations, in case of 
non-compliance or omission of the states in its 
implementation, access or guarantee. The above 
can be done among other strategies, interrelating 
the articles of the convention and conducting in-
depth analyses for each case. 
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1.3.1.1. ROUTE FOR 
ADVOCACY

When analysing Article 1 of 
the Convention that reads: “For the 
purposes of this Convention, violence 
against women shall be understood as 
any act or conduct, based on gender, 
which causes death or physical, 
sexual or psychological harm or 
suffering to women, whether in the 
public or the private sphere.” It is clear 
that it brings a broad categorisation 
of violence, which is essential so 
that at the time of harmonisation 
with national regulations, all these 
typologies are included and, as the 
CEDAW states, other forms that only 
affect women on the basis of their 
gender are considered, or that are 
inflicted based on their gender8.

In its first section, Article 1 
states that: “For the purposes 
of this Convention, violence 
against women should be 
understood as any action 
or conduct, based on their 
gender,” this is very important, 
because the Inter-American Court of 
Human Rights (IA Court of HR) has 
interpreted that “not every violation 
of a human right committed to the 
detriment of a woman necessarily 
entails a violation of the provisions of 
the Convention of Belém do Pará9. In 

order to find such instrument violated, the Court, 
based on Article 1, established that the violation 
is required to be based on gender grounds and, 
eventually, framed within a recognised context of 
violence against women10.  This refers to gender 
stereotypes, which refer to a preconception of 
features attributed or roles that are or should be 
assumed by men and women correspondingly. 
The creation and use of stereotypes become 
one of the causes and consequences of gender 
violence against women . In conclusion, when we 
are facing the violation of a SRR and such violation 
has occurred because of their gender (or gender 
identity, in the case of transgender women), we 
can, without a shadow of doubt, refer to what the 
IACHR and the Court have said about it.

On Article 2 review we found that:
 Violence against women shall be understood 

to include physical, sexual and psychological 
violence: a) that occurs within the family or 
domestic unit or within any other interpersonal 
relationship, whether or not the perpetrator shares 
or has shared the same residence with the woman, 
including, among others, rape, battery and sexual 
abuse; b) that occurs in the community and is 
perpetrated by any person, including, among 
others, rape, sexual abuse, torture, trafficking 
in persons, forced prostitution, kidnapping and 
sexual harassment in the workplace, as well as 
in educational institutions, health facilities or any 
other place; and c) that is perpetrated or condoned 
by the state or its agents regardless of where it 
occurs”. 

8CEDAW. General recommendation Number 19. Violence 
against women. (11Th Sessions period, 1992), retrieved 
from:http://www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/
seriec_160_esp.pdf 
The IA Court H.R. identified three perspectives to address 
the case from a gender-based perspective. First, it was 
recognised that women had been affected by acts of 
violence differently than men; second, that some acts of 
violence had been directed specifically at women; and third, 
that other acts had affected them to a greater extent than 
men. IA Court H.R. Penal Case of the Miguel Castro Castro  
v. Peru: Judgement of  25th November, 2006, Paragraph 
223-224, retrieved fromhttp://www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/
casos/articulos/seriec_160_esp.pdf 
9 IA Court H.R. Case of Perozo et al. v. Venezuela: Court 
ruling of the 28th January, 2009, Paragraph 295, retrieved 
from http://www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/
seriec_195_esp.pdf 
10 IA Court H.R. Case of González et. Al (“Campo 
Algodonero”) v. Mexico: Court ruling of the 16th November, 
2009, Paragraph 231, retrieved from http:// www.corteidh.
or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_205_esp.pdf  
11 Ibid,. Paragraph 401.

http://www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_160_esp.pdf
http://www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_160_esp.pdf
http://www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_195_esp.pdf
http://www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_195_esp.pdf
http:// www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_205_esp.pdf
http:// www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_205_esp.pdf
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It can be seen, in the above, 
that the Convention differentiates the 
violence experienced by women, both 
in the public and private spheres, 
when it states that violence occurs: (1) 
within the family or family unit or in any 
interpersonal relationship; (2) those 
inflicted outside the domestic sphere by 
other people and which includes, among 
others: rape, sexual abuse, torture, 
human trafficking, forced prostitution, 
kidnapping, and sexual harassment in 
the workplace, as well as those acts of 
violence delivered within educational 
institutions, health establishments or 
any other place; (3) that which derives 
from the use of the State power in an 
arbitrary manner.

From Article 3 to Article 7, the Convention 
makes an exhaustive description of the protected 
rights and, in each of them, we find that the 
SRR have a place and are potential tools for 
the enforceability and guarantee of the rights of 
women and the strengthening of their autonomy, 
as well as fundamental instruments for advocacy 
and their connection between regional and national 
advocacy. The Convention, finally, from the 
multidimensional perspective in which it is stated, 
addresses and guarantees the SRR, considering 
the personal, family, community, cultural and 
institutional spheres in which women’s lives go 
through.

The fact that women have 
limitations to live, enjoy, access, enjoy, 
request and exercise their sexuality and 
its reproduction on the grounds of their 
gender, is a form of violence against 
them, and should be denounced as 
such. As the IAHRS does not have specific 
regulations on health and SRR, there is no other 
choice but to take the Convention of Belem 
Do Pará12 as an instrument to demand, protect 
and denounce their violation or omission in its 
guarantee at the national level.

And it is understood that the violations of 
the SRR are forms of discrimination that totally 
or partially prevent women from enjoying their 

human rights and fundamental freedoms. That is, 
only by analysing and interpreting Article 1 of the 
Convention, we will be able to find several ways 
to define strategies for political action in relation to 
the SRR, since it determines that violence against 
women13  is one of the instruments that the social/
sexual/patriarchal system has to oppress and 
subordinate women; 14 In other words, it is essential 
to understand that violence against women, in the 
legal and jurisprudential field, must be coated in a 
spirit of harm due to the fact of “being a woman” 
and, likewise, must be considered when judging 
those responsible. 

12 The jurisprudence of the IAHRS is another instrument for 
political advocacy. The most relevant jurisprudential analysis 
in relation to SRR will be a part of this document.
13 See article 9 of the Convention of Belém do Pará, which 
establishes the obligation of the states to adopt measures 
that take into account the various situations of greater 
vulnerability to which women are subjected depending on 
their conditions such as race, ethnicity, age , their immigration 
status, pregnancy, diverse capacities, sexual orientation, 
gender identity, among others. 
14 See United Nations. Statement on the
elimination of violence against women (A/RES/48/104), 1993, 
Retrieved from http://www.unhchr.ch/huridocda/huridoca.
nsf/(Symbol)/A.RES.48.104.Sp?Opendocument 

http://www.unhchr.ch/huridocda/huridoca.nsf/(Symbol)/A.RES.48.104.Sp?Opendocument  
http://www.unhchr.ch/huridocda/huridoca.nsf/(Symbol)/A.RES.48.104.Sp?Opendocument  
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1.3.2. INTER-
AMERICAN 
CONVENTION 
AGAINST ALL 
FORMS OF 
DISCRIMINATION 
AND INTOLERANCE

Many initiatives were 
implemented to ensure that the 
Member States that make up the 
OAS recognise LGBTI people 
as subjects of rights and as a 
population group historically 
discriminated against, whose rights 
should be guaranteed because 
of sexual diversity and gender 
identities. Such recognition is 
evidenced in the approval 
of the Inter-American 
Convention against all 
forms of Discrimination 
and Intolerance15, adopted 
in La Antigua, Guatemala, 
on 5 June, 2013, within the 
framework of the Forty-
third Regular Period of 
Sessions of the General 
Assembly of the OAS. Its 
implementation does not come 
into effect before 20 February, 
2020. This instrument includes 
the standards that the IA Court 

H.R. has established on the matter and considers 
sexual orientation as a category protected by the 
principle of equality and non-discrimination.

Although this Convention is not exclusive 
for LGBTI people, but for people who suffer 
discrimination based on their ethnicity, race, origin, 
among others, it is clear that the Convention 
determines sexual orientation as a possible cause 
of discrimination and makes a specific recognition; 
This is why this Convention is considered as an 
entrance to the defence of the SRR, whether of 
LGBTI people, African descent or indigenous 
people, migrants, etc. In other words, multilevel 
advocacy would have a multi-purpose objective.

It should be noted that it was the 
LGBTI groups who, through thematic 
hearings, information on the on-site 
visits and request for precautionary 
measures, provided enough elements 
for the IAHRS, through the Convention, 
to consider LGBTI people as a 
population in need of recognition 
and specific protection, based on 
the premise that these groups have 
suffered persecution, discrimination, 
criminalisation, violence; violation of 
their rights to life, personal integrity, 
free development of personality, sexual 
and reproductive health; exclusion 
in the workplace, political party, and 
social invisibility, among many other 
circumstances.

15 For further information, see the following page: http://
www.oas.org/es/sla/ddi/docs/tratados_multilaterales_
interamericanos_A-69_discriminacion_intolerancia.pdf

http://www.oas.org/es/sla/ddi/docs/tratados_multilaterales_interamericanos_A-69_discriminacion_intolerancia.pdf
http://www.oas.org/es/sla/ddi/docs/tratados_multilaterales_interamericanos_A-69_discriminacion_intolerancia.pdf
http://www.oas.org/es/sla/ddi/docs/tratados_multilaterales_interamericanos_A-69_discriminacion_intolerancia.pdf
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1.3.2.1. ROUTE FOR 
ADVOCACY

This Convention provides strong legal tools 
for the guarantee and enforceability of rights, and 
for advocacy, since in Chapter I it has a broad 
categorisation in which it integrates 
concepts such as: discrimination, 
indirect and multiple discrimination, 
intolerance. It claims that special measures or 
affirmative actions do not constitute discrimination; 
and in addition, it recognises the existence of 
people subjected to various forms of discrimination 
(multidiscrimination).  

Correspondingly, Chapter II states that: 
“Every human being is equal under the 
law and has a right to equal protection 
against any form of discrimination and 
intolerance”, in any public sphere of 
life private public or private, as well 
as the right “to the equal recognition, 
enjoyment, exercise and protection 
(...) of all human rights”, thus ratifying its 
principles of non-discrimination. 

While in Chapter III, it states the 
duties of the State under the general 
premises “to prevent, eliminate, prohibit, 
and punish,...” acts of discrimination and 
intolerance and it expresses the obligation to 
designate a national institution that will monitor 
compliance with the commitments assumed by 
the state.

Chapter IV                                        
establishes mechanisms 
and provisions of a 
procedural nature that 
involve the member 
states, the IACHR, IA 
Court HR, and the creation 
of an ad-hoc committee to 
monitor compliance with 
the Convention against 
Discrimination. 

Finally, Chapter V refers 
to matters pertaining to 
international treaties, such 
as rules of interpretation, 
signature and ratification, 
reservations, and validity.

In summary, it is a robust 
document that makes the 
problem of discrimination visible 
in various contexts, collecting a 
series of contemporary trends 
and conceptualisations in the 
definition of affirmative actions, 
multi-discrimination, indirect 
discrimination, among others, and 
assigns to the State a broad and 
demanding set of obligations.

15 Conjunto de principios y normas 
destinado a regular las cuestiones que 
surgen de la vida internacional de los 
individuos, a causa de la coexistencia 
paralela de varios órdenes jurídicos y 
de órganos funcionando en el interior de 
cada uno de estos órdenes.
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This Convention highlights, 
particularly, the importance of 
international law lato sensu16,  its 
harmonisation with national laws 
regarding the jurisprudence of 
international courts as a direct 
source of rights; also to the creation 
of the aforementioned ad hoc 
committee, to the expansion of the 
powers of the Inter-American Court 
on Human Rights and the Inter-
American Commission on Human 
Rights, as well as their concern for 
migrants and displaced persons.

There is a very clear 
relationship between the right to 
be free from discrimination and 
SRR. For example, in the case 
of women, while discrimination 
based on gender, HIV/AIDS 
status, or sexual orientation and 
gender identity, their autonomy 
is restricted to make decisions 
due to traditional gender norms 
that limit their access to SRH 
services and information, and 
perpetuate harmful practices for 
girls and women, such as forced 
child marriage and genital female 
mutilation. Another case is the 
discrimination exercised against 
people living with HIV/AIDS within 
the health systems in the countries 
of the LAC region, where the right 
has been commercialised and 
differential, humanitarian care 
policies and rights have been 
abandoned.

In order to defend SRR of 
LGBTI people within the IAHRS, 
the road has been paved further; 
and therefore, more benefits can 
be reaped. There are many efforts 
that the LGBTI groups grouped in 
the LGBTTTI Advocacy Coalition 
before the OAS had to carry out 
within the IAHRS, especially in 
the OAS General Assembly, within 
which they suffered, aggressions, 
insults, degradation and attacks 
on their dignity. The path they 

chose for their advocacy process is exemplary and 
should be replicated by the women’s movement 
from the LACWHN, which is paving the road to 
achieve regulations in favour of the SRR. It is 
not an easy project to achieve while rights such 
as abortion or CSE are on the agenda, since the 
OAS is increasingly taking political paths with 
a lean on the political right wing, drifting off its 
guiding principle of protecting and being guardian 
of human rights and it is becoming, at the head of 
its subservient lackey –Secretary-General–, into 
a political stronghold of the Latin American right 
wing and of the fundamentalist religious groups 
that support them.

16 Set of principles and norms destined to regulate the 
questions that arise from the international life of individuals, 
due to the parallel coexistence of several legal orders and 
agencies operating within each of these structures.
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2. IAHRS BODIES 
INVOLVED IN 
GUARANTEEING THE 
SRR

As discussed in the previous point of this 
document, there have been two instruments 
(conventions) that are used to build impactful 
litigation strategies, political advocacy and social 
mobilisation, which allow explicitly or tacitly to 
name the SRR as human rights that must be 
guaranteed and respected, observed. Additionally, 
the countries have national regulations that must 
be harmonised  with these agreements and with 
others related to human rights, so that the Member 
States comply with their international commitments 
and there is due diligence in legal harmonisation in 
the block of constitutionality17. 

Within the IAHRS, there are entities 
that have been involved in socialising these 
Agreements and have also been in charge of 
following up with the Member States, giving 
respectful recommendations and suggestions for 
their implementation. These are: lThe Inter-
American Commission of Women 
(CIM, the Spanish acronym)18  and the 
Inter-American Commission on Human 
Rights (IACHR), with its mechanism 
for Follow-up on the Implementation 
of the Convention on the Prevention, 
Punishment, and Eradication of 
Violence against Women (MESECVI).

17 The block of constitutionality means, 
among many other definitions, in the 
mechanism that allows opening the 
constitutional right in each Member State 
to international treaties on human rights 
and international law of human rights, 
so that such openness expands the 
Constitutional Charter with regulations 
to which the Carta Magna itself refers or 
does not explicitly stated. 
18 http://www.oas.org/es/cim/docs/Brief 
History[SP].pdf
19 Open the following link for further 
information: http://www.oas.org/es/cim/
nosotros.asp

2.1. WOMEN 
INTER-AMERICAN 
COMMISSION- 
CIM, THE SPANISH 
ACRONYM)

The CIM is part of the 
structure of the IAHRS. Next, a 
brief explanation about the role and 
relevance it has for the defence 
and protection of women’s human 
rights, specifically, the SRR.

Some of its functions:

The CIM acts as a 
consultative body on women’s 
rights and needs at the regional 
level; this function is materialised 
as they are consulted by the 
Member States or by the civil 
society.  Its political potential 
derives from becoming the main 
stage for debate and discussion 
for the formulation of policies 
related to gender equality in the 
Latin American and Caribbean 
region19.  

http://www.oas.org/es/cim/docs/BriefHistory[SP].pdf
http://www.oas.org/es/cim/docs/BriefHistory[SP].pdf
http://www.oas.org/es/cim/nosotros.asp
http://www.oas.org/es/cim/nosotros.asp
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The CIM’s endeavour 
is to periodically report to the 
OAS General Assembly about 
its activities, the condition and 
progress of women on the 
continent and, additionally, is in 
charge of proposing the necessary 
recommendations to the Member 
States for the solution of 
problematic aspects of women in 
Latin America and the Caribbean.

The CIM promotes and 
protects the rights of women 
(including SRR) and supports 
member states in their efforts to 
ensure full access to civil, political, 
economic, social, and cultural 
rights that allow women and men 
to participate under conditions of 
equality in all areas of social life; to 
ensure that they fully and equally 
enjoy the benefits of development 
and also share responsibility for 
the future.”20  

Among the processes 
and routes of advocacy that 
could be carried out within 
the IAHRS, in relation to 
women, the following must 
be considered:

Conversations with the CIM 
commissioners.
The documentation of cases 
of violation of women’s 
rights that are permanently 
sent to the commissioners 
(in accordance with their 
thematic roles within the 
IACHR).

The on-site invitation to the commissioners 
to present, evidence and witness situations 
that deserves the analysis of the specialists.
Holding of national forums with CIM guests, 
training processes, spaces for interaction 
with the commissioners, among others.
All the initiatives that are possible to draw 
the attention of this space of protection.

In its history, the CIM has promoted 
the approval of political and legal tools 
for the promotion and demand of 
women’s human rights, among which it 
is worth highlighting:

The Convention on the Nationality of Women 
(Montevideo, Uruguay, 1933)
The Inter-American Convention on the 
Granting of Civil Rights to Women (Bogotá, 
Colombia, 1948).
The Inter-American Convention on the 
Granting of Political Rights to Women 
(Bogotá, Colombia, 1948).
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms 
of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) 
(1979).
The Convention of Belém do Pará (Brazil, 
1994).
The Declaration of San José on the Economic 
and Political Empowerment of the Women of 
the Americas (2012).
The Declaration on Violence against Women, 
Girls and Adolescents (2014). 

19 Abrir el siguiente enlace para ampliar información: 
ht tp: / /por ta l .oas.org/Por ta l /Topic/Comis i%C3%B3 
nInteramericanadeMujeres/AcercadelaCIM/tabid/622/
Default.aspx#Mision

http://portal.oas.org/Portal/Topic/Comisi%C3%B3nInteramericanadeMujeres/AcercadelaCIM/tabid/622/Default.aspx#Mision
http://portal.oas.org/Portal/Topic/Comisi%C3%B3nInteramericanadeMujeres/AcercadelaCIM/tabid/622/Default.aspx#Mision
http://portal.oas.org/Portal/Topic/Comisi%C3%B3nInteramericanadeMujeres/AcercadelaCIM/tabid/622/Default.aspx#Mision
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The Lima Declaration on Equality and 
Autonomy in the Exercise of Women’s 
Economic Rights (2016).
The Declaration on Gender Equality and the 
Empowerment of Women for the Good of 
Humanity (2017).
Declaration of Santo Domingo on Equality 
and Autonomy in the Exercise of Women’s 
Political Rights for the Strengthening of 
Democracy (2019).

The CIM has multiple reports of 
which their reading and analysis are 
essential for advocacy training. These 
are some:

Triennial Program of Triennial of the CIM 
2019-2022 retrieved from:  https://www.oas.
org/en/cim/docs/AoD38-Doc6.19-EN.pdf*21 
Annual Report of the CIM 201822

The Annul Report on the Inter-American 
Program on The Promotion of Women’s 
Human Rights and Gender Equity and 
Equality (PIA, Spanish Acronym), 201823

Report on the Following-up Mechanism of 
the Convention of Belém do Pará (MESECVI) 
201824

Report on the promotion of The Inter-
American Convention on the Prevention, 
Punishment, and Eradication of Violence 
against Women25 

The CIM has designed and made 
important contributions in academic 
and follow-up matters to the eradication 
of all forms of violence against women 
and has furthered actions to incorporate 
policies and programmes on HIV/
AIDS and its relationship with violence 
against women. One of the tools designed 
by this Commission is the MESECVI, mentioned 
above, which is: a comprehensive model of care 
for women victims/survivors of violence and 
HIV positive, and the Inter-sectoral Meeting on 
Integrated Responses to Human Rights, HIV 
and Violence against Women in Central America, 
among others.

21 Open the following link for further information: http://www.
oas.org/es/cim/docs/AoD38-Doc6.19-ES.pdf 
22 Go to the following link for further information:  http://www.
oas.org/es/cim/docs/CIM-AnnualReport2018-ES.pdf
23 Go to the following link for further information: http://www.
oas.org/es/cim/docs/PIA-AnnualReport2018-ES.pdf 
24 Go to the following link for further information: http://www.
oas.org/es/cim/docs/MESECVI-AnnualReport2018-ES.pdf 

25 Go to the following link for further information: http://www.
oas.org/es/cim/docs/BdP-Report2005[SP].pdf 

http://www.oas.org/es/cim/docs/AoD38-Doc6.19-ES.pdf
http://www.oas.org/es/cim/docs/AoD38-Doc6.19-ES.pdf
http://www.oas.org/es/cim/docs/CIM-AnnualReport2018-ES.pdf
http://www.oas.org/es/cim/docs/CIM-AnnualReport2018-ES.pdf
http://www.oas.org/es/cim/docs/PIA-AnnualReport2018-ES.pdf
http://www.oas.org/es/cim/docs/PIA-AnnualReport2018-ES.pdf
http://www.oas.org/es/cim/docs/MESECVI-AnnualReport2018-ES.pdf
http://www.oas.org/es/cim/docs/MESECVI-AnnualReport2018-ES.pdf
http://www.oas.org/es/cim/docs/BdP-Report2005[SP].pdf
http://www.oas.org/es/cim/docs/BdP-Report2005[SP].pdf
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2.1.1. ROUTES FOR 
ADVOCACY

Although the CIM has 
been integrating the SRR 
into its jurisprudence, they 
continue to be invisible or 
are non-existent in some 
regulations related to 
women in many countries 
of the region, which is why it 
continues to be a challenge 
for the women’s movement 
to make a strategic link 
between advocacy in their 
countries and advocacy 
before the CIM so that it 
welcomes these, attends to 
them, suggests actions for 
the guarantee, and urges 
the member states to take 
measures to implement 
these for the enjoyment 
and guarantee of the 
Human Rights of Women. 

It is true that much of 
the national advocacy is done 
without knowing and inquiring 
about the advances or setbacks 
that women’s human rights and 
SRR have on the regional and 
international scene. Moreover, in 
many organisations and women’s 

and feminists movements this cause is dismissed, 
considering it classist, elitist and bourgeois, 
disregarding the great contribution that multilevel 
advocacy has had in achieving that today the 
women of the region have a jurisprudence that help 
them demand that governments guarantee their 
rights, because we must remember that: “Women 
are given nothing”, “and they cannot think to have 
rights without having fought for them.”

If the national advocacy, which it is done 
with evidence based on data, were added to the 
arguments that the inter-American bodies have 
used to defend women’s human rights and their 
SRR, perhaps, that advocacy would be more 
qualified and effective; without discrediting, of 
course, all the effort that organisations make 
at the national level to achieve changes and 
transformations; However, we insist that the 
harmonised argumentation with inter-American 
jurisprudence could attract more attention from the 
civil servants in charge of the legislative order in 
the national instances. 

Likewise, it is necessary to incorporate 
academic analyses at the national level, which 
account for the SRR, since it is clear that these have 
been historically invisible or poorly problematised, 
and that without the persistence of the feminist 
movement these will not be fully recognised. Many 
Member States and governments of the moment 
overlook the recognition and guarantee of the 
SRR and the importance and implication it has 
in the lives of women in all their life cycles, their 
health, their autonomy and the promotion of their 
autonomy and empowerment in the public-private 
life. 

Another possible route for 
advocacy is to consider the triennial 
work programme of the Inter-American 
Commission of Women (CIM)  2019-
202226, which is based on the general 
mandates that the IACHR has, among 
which the following stand out: 

Inter-American Convention on The 
Prevention, Punishment and Eradication 
of Violence Against Women (Convention of 
Belém do Pará, 1994). 
Inter-American Programme on The 
Promotion of Women’s Human Rights and 
Gender Equity and Equality (PIA), adopted 
by the General Assembly of the OAS in 
2000.

26 http://www.oas.org/es/cim/docs/AoD38-Doc6.19-ES.pdf 

http://www.oas.org/es/cim/docs/AoD38-Doc6.19-ES.pdf
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The specific mandates of the Resolutions 
and Declarations and other commitments 
of the Assembly of Delegates of the CIM, 
the General Assembly of the OAS and the 
summits of the Americas, among others; 
which, in the light of the mechanisms and 
bodies observed throughout this module, 
highlight its evident harmony and traceability.

Although the document referring to the 
hemispheric context focuses on the current 
situation in matters of Equality and Autonomy 
in the Exercise of Political Rights of Women to 
Strengthen Democracy, the generality of this, and 
the broad lines of action proposed in Strategic 
Goals and Outcomes, if analysed in detail, can 
outline paths for advocacy, for review, inclusion 
and follow-up of the SRR.

Finally, the advocacy with data at the 
national level should qualify its actions by getting 
closer to the precepts and jurisprudence of the 
CIM, which although it is not perfect, does provide 
an important collection for multi-level advocacy.

2.2. THE ROL 
OF THE INTER-
AMERICAN 
COMMISSION OF 
WOMEN (CIM) 
REGARDING SRR

The CIM has included 
respect for and guarantee 
of the SRR into the 
American States’ Agenda 
Several instruments have 
been adopted, among 
which are:

The Declaration on Violence 
against Women, Girls and 
Adolescents (2014). 
The Declaration on Gender 
Equality and Women’s 
Empowerment for the Good 
of Humanity (2017). It 
highlights current problems 
in the region, such as the 
restriction and control of 
these rights, discourse 
against gender equality, 
attacks on SRR, violence, 
and the obligations that 
Member States must comply 
with to guarantee the 
rights enshrined in regional 
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instruments such as the 
Inter-American Convention 
on Human Rights (IACHR), 
the Convention on 
Prevention, Punishment 
and Eradication of Violence 
against Women (Convention 
of Belém do Pará). 
 

The main topics of 
analysis and action by the 
CIM have been aimed at 
implementing programmes 
to prevent and eradicate 
the different manifestations 
of violence against women. 
This presents significant 
progress in terms of the 
materialisation of regional 
academic and political 
actions, such as:

The implementation of the 
Follow-up Mechanism for 
the Implementation of the 
Inter-American Convention 
to Prevent, Punish and 
Eradicate Violence against 
Women - Convention of 
Belém do Pará. 
The development of a 
comprehensive model of 
care for survivors of violence 
and HIV/positive women. 
Coordination of the inter-
sectoral encounter on 
integrated responses to 
human rights, HIV and 
violence against women in 
Central America. 

However, it is evidenced 
in the CIM activity reports (first 
advances of the CIM for the 
promotion of SRR between 2013 
and 2014), a limited approach 
in the promotion and protection 
of these rights. However, it is 
important to mention some specific 
efforts of the latter for a greater 

promotion of SRR in its different areas, from four 
levels of action, of which three correspond to the 
programmatic area of women’s human rights and 
gender violence with the implementation of the 
Follow-up Mechanism for the Convention of Belém 
do Pará (MESECVI).

2.3. THE FOLLOW-UP 
MECHANISM FOR THE 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 
CONVENTION OF BELÉM 
DO PARÁ (MESECVI)

On 26 October, 2004, the Secretary-
General of the OAS convened the 
Conference of the States Part, in which 
the MESECVI Statute was approved. 
With its adoption, the States Parties 
expressed their political will to have a 
consensual and independent system 
for monitoring and evaluating the 
implementation of the Convention of 
Belém do Pará.
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This system consists of two bodies. On 
the one hand, there is the Conference of States 
Parties, which is the political entity made up of 
the representatives of the countries; on the other 
hand, there is the Comité de Expertas (Committee 
of women experts), which is the technical entity 
comprised of specialists in the areas covered by 
the Convention.

The Committee has the function of preparing 
recommendations to the States Parties, which go 
through the process of the so-called “Multilateral 
Evaluation Rounds”, which consist of an evaluation 
phase and a follow-up phase.

During the evaluation phase, the Committee 
of Experts adopts a questionnaire that addresses 
the provisions of the Convention of Belém do Pará 
and circulates these among the States Parties. 
Based on the responses given by these, and 
based on the information gathered, the Committee 
issues a final report with the corresponding 
recommendations aimed to strengthen the 
implementation of the Convention. At the end of 
this evaluation phase, the national reports are 
published, as well as a consolidated hemispheric 
report (2008 and 2012). At this stage of the process, 
it is essential to pay attention so the States Parties 
reported can be known, as well as evidence they 
provided on progress in terms of Women’s Human 
Rights and SRR. From there, shadow reports, 
strategic communication campaigns for advocacy, 
and even mobilisations to raise awareness on the 
level of accuracy of the reports they give on women 
and their rights in the countries of the region.

Finally, during the follow-up phase, the 
Committee of Experts establishes a series of 
indicators related to the implementation of the 
specific recommendations that emerged from 
the evaluation phase. Based on the information 
provided by the States Parties on these indicators, 
a follow-up report on the recommendations is 
drafted.

The above is a new opportunity for social 
organisations that do national advocacy to design 
mechanisms to monitor the States Parties so 
that they comply with the recommendations that 
the CIM submitted, under penalty of establishing 
advocacy and mobilisation actions at the national 
and regional levels to demonstrate the state traffic 
of non-compliance there is a word that i couldn’t 
find in Spanish or maybe a misspell I couldn’t 
figure out from: ...”para evidenciar la tráfuca 
estatal de incumplimiento.” It is also important to 
pay attention to the times in which the Committee 
of Experts receive information from the countries.

2.3.1. THE ROLE 
OF MESECVI

In its task of 
monitoring and evaluating 
the implementation of 
the Convention of Belem 
do Pará, the Committee 
has made a series of 
recommendations to the 
States Parties in relation to 
the SRR. These are some: 

In the Second Hemispheric 
Report on the 
Implementation of the 
Convention of Belem do Pará 
(2012)27, it recommended 
decriminalising the interruption 
of pregnancy for therapeutic 
reasons, either to save the 
mother’s life or to avoid 
serious or permanent 
damage to her physical 
and mental health, and 
decriminalise the termination 
of pregnancy caused by 
sexual assault. Additionally, 
it highlighted the importance 
of implementing this service 
in hospitals and health 
centres and establishing 
protocols or care guides to 
guarantee women’s access 
to this procedure.

27 Read the following link for 
further information: http://www.oas.
o r g / e s / m e s e c v i / d o c s / M E S E C V I -
SegundoInformeSeguimiento-ES.pdf  

http://www.oas.org/es/mesecvi/docs/MESECVI-SegundoInformeSeguimiento-ES.pdf
http://www.oas.org/es/mesecvi/docs/MESECVI-SegundoInformeSeguimiento-ES.pdf
http://www.oas.org/es/mesecvi/docs/MESECVI-SegundoInformeSeguimiento-ES.pdf
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The Committee highlighted 
that of the thirty-two States 
Parties to the Belém do Pará 
Convention, twenty-six have 
decriminalised abortion on 
various grounds. The most 
common are: therapeutic 
reasons, pregnancy caused 
by rape and incest, serious 
malformation of the fetus 
and non-consensual 
artificial insemination. 
The Committee has been 
emphatic in pointing out the 
importance of addressing 
therapeutic abortion or 
abortion from a non-punitive 
perspective in the cases of 
women victims of sexual 
violence.

Likewise, in the Declaration 
on Violence against 
Women, Girls and 
Adolescents and their SRR, 
issued by the Committee 
in September 2014, 
recognises the importance 
of “Guaranteeing women’s 
sexual and reproductive 
health and their right to life, 
eliminating unsafe abortion 
and establishing laws 
and policies that allow the 
interruption of pregnancy in, 
at least, the following cases: 
i) when the life or health of 
the woman is in danger, ii) 
when the fetus is unable to 
survive, and iii) in cases of 
sexual violence , incest and 
forced insemination.

The same Declaration stipulates that 
States Parties must guarantee that women 
and adolescents have immediate access 
to inexpensive contraceptive methods, 
including emergency oral contraception, 
thereby eliminating discriminatory effects 
based on stereotypes that reduce the 
primary role of women to motherhood and 
they prevent them from making decisions 
about their sexuality and reproduction.

In its third hemispheric report 2017, on 
the implementation of the Belém de Pará 
Convention, the Committee recommended: 
“Eliminate unsafe abortion, normatively 
guaranteeing that all pregnancies of girls 
are considered high risk and allow the legal 
interruption of pregnancy, a process that will 
be supported by the necessary measures 
to guarantee the comprehensive health of 
girls as well as their sexual and reproductive 
health and their right to life, personal integrity, 
privacy, non-discrimination and a life free from 
violence, to adopt legislation that guarantees 
emergency prophylactic treatment for HIV 
and other sexually transmitted infections in 
public health services, especially in cases of 
sexual violence against girls. Strengthen the 
secular nature of the States in the regulations 
and in the measures to be adopted on issues 
related to sexual violence against girls and 
child pregnancy in the region”28 

This important instrument recommends that 
the States Parties promote the modification 
and transformation of cultural and customary 
practices, which are the root cause of 
sexual violence against women, girls and 
adolescents, and punish this type of conduct, 
to guarantee women’s human rights and 
contribute to the effective implementation of 
their sexual and reproductive rights.

28 OAS. MESECVI. 2017. Third Hemispheric Report on the 
Implementation of the Convention of Belém do Pará, for 
the Prevention of Violence against Women in The Americas 
Paths to Follow
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2.4. THE INTER-
AMERICAN 
SIMORE

The Inter-American 
SIMORE is an online 
computer tool that 
systematises the 
recommendations made 
by the Inter-American 
Commission on Human 
Rights through its different 
mechanisms: approved 
friendly settlement 
agreements, annual 
reports, published merits 
reports, country reports, 
thematic reports and 
precautionary measures 
granted. It also makes it 
possible for different users of the 
Inter-American Human Rights 
System to send information on the 
measures adopted by the member 
states to comply with these 
recommendations.

It is a mechanism of 
accountability, transparency, 
participation and access to 
information, which facilitates the 
follow-up of recommendations, 
strengthens capacities for the 
supervision of measures and 
the promotion of compliance 
with international obligations, 
and reports on progress and 
challenges for the protection of 
human rights in the countries of 
the region.

2.4.1. ROUTES FOR 
ADVOCACY

The SIMORE is a technological 
tool that must be known and managed 
by civil society organisations to search 
for evidence that allows us to argue 
our advocacy and mobilisation actions. 
The fact that the same portal contains the 
recommendations (jurisprudential ones) that 
entities such as the IACHR, CIM, IA Court HR and 
others have delivered, is an advance in the task of 
tracking and facilitates analysis.

These are the functions of  
SIMORE:

It allows you to search and organise 
recommendations of the Inter-American 
Commission on Human Rights according to 
different criteria: 

·by mechanism, 
·by topic/law, 
·by population, 
·by geographic scope, 
·by year, 
·by type of recommended measure, 
·by level of compliance. 

This tool facilitates the follow-up of 
recommendations by the different users of the 
IAHRS, including member states, petitioning 
parties, civil society organisations, academia, 
among others, while enhancing their participation 
in follow-up processes of recommendations, since 
these can present information on the measures 
adopted to comply with the recommendations. 
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It also strengthens the capacities of the 
actors to supervise the measures adopted by 
the countries and promote compliance with 
international obligations. 

Similarly, it contributes with the conduct of 
research and the elaboration of analysis on the 
progress and challenges for the protection of 
human rights in the region.

The SIMORE is the updated tool that the 
IAHRS has so that the civil society can follow up on 
the recommendations and jurisprudence in terms 
of SRR. It is essential that people linked to the 
LACWHN School know and handle the SIMORE 
tool.29  

29 Go to the following link for further 
information: https://www.oas.org/ext/es/
derechos-humanos/simore/Recomen
daciones?page3322=1&size3322=12
30 Go to the following link for further 
information: 
http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/mandato/que.
asp
31 Note. The students are reminded 
that in order to inquire about the history, 
structure, and operation, the IAHRS 
document of the LACWHN that was 
delivered as an annex to this module 
must be consulted.

2.5. INTER-
AMERICAN 
COMMISSION ON 
HUMAN RIGHTS 
(IACHR)30

The IACHR is a principal and autonomous 
body of the Organisation of American States 
(OAS), in charge of the promotion and protection 
of human rights in the continent. It was created 
by the OAS in 1959 and together with the Inter-
American Court of Human Rights (AI Court HR), 
installed in 1979, make up the so-called IAHRS 
(Inter-American Human Rights System).

The IACHR carries 
out its work based on three 
fundamental pillars:

The Individual Petition 
System.

Monitoring the human rights 
situation in the Member States.

Attention to priority thematic 
lines, which can be consulted in 
this same source31.

https://www.oas.org/ext/es/derechos-humanos/simore/Recomendaciones?page3322=1&size3322=12
https://www.oas.org/ext/es/derechos-humanos/simore/Recomendaciones?page3322=1&size3322=12
https://www.oas.org/ext/es/derechos-humanos/simore/Recomendaciones?page3322=1&size3322=12
http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/mandato/que.asp
http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/mandato/que.asp
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2.5.1. THE ROLE 
OF THE IACHR.32

The role that the IACHR 
has taken is configured and 
strengthened from the moment of 
its creation and from two spheres: 
the legal and the political. These 
seek, in an interconnected 
manner, to confront the social, 
economic and cultural realities 
and inequalities faced by women 
–and in general all people– in the 
region. 

In the legal field, one 
of its main roles is the 
identification of cases 
through the Individual 
Petition System and the 
granting of precautionary 
measures. In the political 
sphere, the IACHR has 
produced multiple reports 
that address the SRR, 
in matters of health and 
access to information 
and CSE. Similarly, the 
Regional Hearings have 
made explicit the non-
compliance of the Member 
States in cases of forced 
sterilisation of women, 
obstacles in access to 
emergency contraception, 
the criminalisation and 
penalisation of abortion, 
obstetric violence, among 
other situations that 
prevent enjoyment and 
fully realisation, without 
stigma and discrimination 
of the SRR. Some cases33 
have become emblematic and 
are worth knowing (The SIMORE 
does not make their search easy).

Regarding precautionary measures and 
their preventive nature, the IACHR has made 
contributions regarding the recognition of the 
SRR, the de jure and de facto restrictions34,  to 
the voluntary interruption of pregnancy of women 
and girls whose lives were at risk; despite the fact 
that some governments denied the possibility of 
access to safe abortion, measures were taken to 
make it possible.

Regarding LGBTI rights, the IACHR included 
this community in its 2011-2021 Plan of Action; In 
the 141st period of sessions of 2011, the IACHR 
adopted35 the decision to give special thematic 
emphasis to LGBTI rights; In November 2011, 
within the framework of the 143rd session, the 
IACHR created36 a specialised unit on this matter 
at the heart of the Executive Secretary office, 
which became fully operational on 15 February, 
2014. 

The Rapporteurship on the Rights of LGBTI 
People took office in 201437, continuing the main 
lines of work of the LGBTI Unit, dealing with 
issues of sexual orientation, gender identity and 
expression, and sexual and body diversity. The 
significant decision to establish this rapporteurship 
reflects the commitment of the IACHR to 
strengthen and reinforce its work in the protection, 
promotion, and monitoring of the human rights of 
LGBTI people in the region.

32 Go to the following link for further information: http://www.
oas.org/es/cidh/  
33 Here are some emblematic cases that, due to their 
relevance, may be of interest for consultation and deepening: 
Ángel Alberto Duque v. Colombia case: Colombian State 
denies the plaintiff (a Colombian man living with HIV) access 
the pension left by his partner when he died. It is alleged that 
the judicial authorities that heard the case, with their decisions 
perpetuated the damages and stigmatisation suffered by 
Mr. Ángel Duque, due to the multiple vulnerability factors in 
which he finds himself, including his sexual orientation, being 
HIV positive, and his economic condition.  
Case of Paulina Del Carmen Ramirez Jacinto v. Mexico: 
analyses the refusal by the Mexican authorities to perform an 
abortion on a minor who had been sexually assaulted. 
Case of María Mamérita Mestanza Chávez v. Peru: this 
evidenced the forced sterilisation to which women were 
subjected during Alberto Fujimori’s mandate in Peru. 
Case of Martha Lucía Álvarez Giraldo v. Colombia: The 
Commission pointed out “that the refusal of Mrs. Álvarez’s 
right to an intimate visit constitutes discriminatory treatment 
based on her sexual orientation” and therefore declared that 
the Colombian State was responsible for violations of the 
right to equality . It determined the responsibility of the State 
for having tolerated the discriminatory treatment against Mrs. 
Álvarez by the prison authorities and the judicial authorities, 
which interfered in a disproportionate and unjustified way in 
her private life, violating her right to access to justice by not 
guaranteeing her an impartial process.
34 “Jure” means “right” and “de facto” means “that are not 
by law and that have been imposed as customary rules or 
by force.”
35 Go to the following link for further information: http://www.
oas.org/es/cidh/prensa/comunicados/2011/028A.asp
36 Go to the following link for further information: http://www.
oas.org/es/cidh/prensa/Comunicados/2011/115.asp 
37 Go to the following link for further information: http://www.
oas.org/es/cidh/prensa/Comunicados/2014/015.asp

http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/
http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/
http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/prensa/comunicados/2011/028A.asp
http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/prensa/comunicados/2011/028A.asp
http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/prensa/Comunicados/2011/115.asp
http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/prensa/Comunicados/2011/115.asp
http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/prensa/Comunicados/2014/015.asp
http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/prensa/Comunicados/2014/015.asp
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Below are some of the main 
reports and reports that the IACHR has 
made in terms of the rights of LGBTI 
persons, so that they are reviewed 
and analysed by the people who are 
part of the School, and together with 
the information that is collected on the 
advocacy that the LGBTTTI Advocacy 
Coalition at the OAS carried out, ideas 
for local advocacy are outlined.  These 
are some milestones:

In 2015, the first report on Violence against 
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans and Intersex People 
in America (2015) was presented39, in which the 
forms of violence suffered by LGBTI people in 
the region were identified. In addition, the IACHR 
socialised the strengthening of mechanisms for 
the protection, recognition, and guarantee of rights 
in different countries, as well as the setback in 
others. 

In 2018 the IACHR presented a new report:  

that combines the interdependence and 
universality of human rights, with the vision 
of comprehensive safety aimed at LGBTI 
people, a vision that includes not only 
protection against physical, psychological 
and sexual violence, but also includes the 
possibility that they can plan and strengthen 
their individual capacities40. 

38 Inter-American Commission on Human 
Rights Progress and challenges towards 
the recognition of the rights of LGBTI 
people in the Americas. OEA/ Serv.L/V/
II.170 Doc.184. 2018. Page. 9
39 Go to the following link for further 
information: http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/
informes/pdfs/violenciapersonaslgbti.pdf 
40 http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/informes/
pdfs/LGBTI-ReconocimientoDerechos 
2019.pdf
41 Go to the following link for 
further information: http://www.oas.
org/es /c idh/ in formes/pdfs /LGBTI-
ReconocimientoDerechos2019.pdf

2.5.2. ROUTES FOR 
ADVOCACY

This report also contains 
guidelines for the construction of 
a more just and inclusive society, 
based on respect for sexual 
orientation, gender identity –
real or self-perceived– and body 
diversity, based on the recognition 
of specific rights that translate from 
effective form of comprehensive 
protection and guarantee of the 
right to dignity of LGBTI people, so 
that they can have the possibility of 
going through with their life plans 
with full autonomy and respect for 
their will41.

The IACHR continues 
to be the most relevant 
space in terms of the 
protection of LGBTI rights: 
in April 2020, in the midst 
of the Covid-19 pandemic, 
the IACHR called on 
governments to: 

Since then, the IAHRS and, especially, the 
IACHR, have made efforts to monitor the situation 
of “people with diverse or non-normative sexual 
orientations, identities and gender expressions, 
or whose bodies vary from the female and and 
male body standard”38 through public statements 
regarding the multiple forms of violence and 
discrimination that these people suffer widespread 
and always, calling on the OAS Member States 
to strengthen actions to protect the physical and 
psychological integrity of LGBTI people and 
ensure their rights are recognised and respected.

http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/informes/pdfs/violenciapersonaslgbti.pdf 
http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/informes/pdfs/violenciapersonaslgbti.pdf 
http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/informes/pdfs/LGBTI-ReconocimientoDerechos2019.pdf
http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/informes/pdfs/LGBTI-ReconocimientoDerechos2019.pdf
http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/informes/pdfs/LGBTI-ReconocimientoDerechos2019.pdf
http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/informes/pdfs/LGBTI-ReconocimientoDerechos2019.pdf
http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/informes/pdfs/LGBTI-ReconocimientoDerechos2019.pdf
http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/informes/pdfs/LGBTI-ReconocimientoDerechos2019.pdf
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Guarantee the rights 
of equality and non-
discrimination of lesbian, 
gay, bisexual, trans and 
intersex (LGBTI) people, 
in the measures of care 
and containment adopted, 
especially, ensuring the 
access of these people 
to health services and 
programmes of social care 
with a comprehensive 
human safety perspective42.

In relation to women’s 
rights, the possible advocacy 
pathways may come about from 
the monitoring and analysis of the 
reports that can be found through 
the SIMORE. The use of this 
jurisprudence will contribute to the 
qualification of their arguments 
and mobilisations.

Reports such as: Violence 
and discrimination against women, 
girls and adolescents: Best 
practices and challenges in Latin 
America and the Caribbean43, 
published in 2019 by the IACHR, 
analyses, based on different 
recommendations, the progress 
and challenges in the justice 
systems, in the legislation, in the 
implementation of policies by 
the Member States to eradicate 
violence and discrimination 
against women in the region. It 
provides context and analyses 
the risks that women, girls and 
adolescents still face. Risks of 
being subjected to violations 
of their human rights and their 

42 Go to the following link for further information: https://www.
oas.org/es/cidh/prensa/comunicados/2020/081.asp
43 
44 Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR). 
2019. “Violence and discrimination against women, girls and 
adolescents: Best Practices and Challenges in Latin America 
and the Caribbean   Chapter 4: Recommendation No. 14.

SRR. Its recommendations include 
“analysing emerging forms of 
violence and discrimination, such as 
hate speech, online violence, street 
harassment, obstetric violence and 
other forms of violence. Analyse their 
impact at the regional and local level, 
proceed to address them conceptually, 
and, as necessary, adopt appropriate 
responses in terms of prevention, 
protection, punishment, and redress”44.
This is very important, as it addresses 
these new forms of violence, such as 
digital violence, which seem to be 
getting normalised, given that almost all 
the laws of the countries of the region 
do not have systems to prevent and 
punish them. Additionally, it highlights obstetric 
violence, which has been positioning itself as one 
of the cruellest ways in which women are treated 
in the exercise of their reproductive health and in 
access to health services. 

https://www.oas.org/es/cidh/prensa/comunicados/2020/081.asp
https://www.oas.org/es/cidh/prensa/comunicados/2020/081.asp
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The IACHR has various 
mechanisms and settings that individuals 
or groups can use individually or 
collectively in the search for guarantees 
for the respect of human rights in the 
region; each of these mechanisms has 
a protocol for accessing or assigning 
them, which are mentioned generally in 
its Internal Regulations45. In turn, each 
participation mechanism has tools and 
user manuals for the democratisation 
in its access and the presentation of 
cases individually or collectively.

2.5.3. MECHANISMS 
OF THE INTER-
AMERICAN 
COMMISSION ON 
HUMAN RIGHTS 
(IACHR)

45  Go to the following link for further 
information: http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/
mandato/Basicos/reglamentoCIDH.asp

2.5.3.1. 
PRECAUTIONARY 
MEASURES.

One of the mechanisms best 
known for its mention or popularity, 
is the request for precautionary 
measures, which are described 
and provided for in Article 25 of 
the IACHR Regulation, which 
establishes that according to 
serious or urgent situations, on 
its own initiative or by request 
received, you can: “Request 
that a State adopt precautionary 
measures.  Such measures, 
whether or not they are related to 
a petition or case, will be related 
to situations of seriousness and 
urgency that present a risk of 
irreparable harm to people or to 
the object of a petition or case 
pending before the organs of the 
Inter-American System”. These 
measures may be of a collective 
nature in order to prevent 
irreparable harm to people due 
to their link with an organisation, 
group or community of specific 
people; or those individually or 
personally identifiable.

The IACHR considers, 
when adopting precautionary 
measures, the “seriousness of 
the situation”, the “urgency of the 
situation” and the “irreparable 
harm”, and consider the particular 
circumstances of each case with 
no generalisations.

Estas medidas podrán ser 
de naturaleza colectiva con el fin 
de prevenir un daño irreparable 
a las personas debido a su 
vínculo con una organización, 
grupo o comunidad de personas 
determinadas, o determinables a 
título personal o individual.

http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/mandato/Basicos/reglamentoCIDH.asp
http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/mandato/Basicos/reglamentoCIDH.asp
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The precautionary measures meet 
two functions related to the protection of 
the fundamental rights enshrined in the 
regulations of the IAHRS, which are:

The “precautionary.” In the sense of 
preserving a legal situation under the 
knowledge of the IACHR in petitions or 
cases. 
The “tutelary.” In the sense of preserving the 
exercise of human rights

The tutelary practice is characterised by 
developing the function of avoiding irreparable 
harm to the life and personal integrity of the person 
receiving the measures. These considerations 
have led to the ruling of precautionary measures 
in a wide range of situations before the IAHRS.

The precautionary measures 
have been invoked and requested by 
numerous groups of people who are 
at risk, due to their work or affiliation. 
Among these groups are human rights 
defenders, journalists and Union 
activists, groups in situations of greater 
vulnerability such as: women, girls and 
girls, Afro-descendant communities, 
indigenous communities, people who 
are victims of forced displacement, 
migrants, LGBTI population, people 
deprived of liberty, among others. 
Witnesses, justice operators, persons 
in the process of being deported to a 
country where they could face torture 
or be subjected to cruel and inhuman 
treatment, and people sentenced to 
the death penalty, among many others, 
have been individually protected; this 
has also been the case in many other 
situations.

46  The complaint must be filed against one or more OAS 
Member States that are deemed to have violated the human 
rights contained in the American Declaration, the American 
Convention, and other inter-American human rights treaties. 
These may become accountable for violating human rights 
by: action (as a consequence of an act of the State or its 
agents), -quiescence (as a consequence of the tacit consent 
of the State or its agents), or omission (as a result of the State 
or its agents failing to act when they should).  In the following 
link you may find the complete information about this: http://
www.oas.org/es/cidh/docs/folleto/CIDHFolleto_esp.pdf

2.5.3.2. PETITIONS 
AND CASES.

From Article 26 to Article 50, in the chapter 
Petitions Referring To The American Convention 
On Human Rights And Other Applicable 
Instruments” of the IACHR’s Internal Regulations, 
it is possible to find a broad definition in which 
conditions, procedures and guidelines are evident 
to that end. 

The IACHR has designed an elaborate 
system for the presentation of petitions and 
cases so that people or groups of people, who 
feel their human rights are violated, and in this 
case their SRR, present their case demanding 
compliance with their rights. The Commission 
also investigates the situation and may make 
recommendations to the accountable Member 
State, so that the enjoyment of rights is restored 
to the extent possible. Through the analysis of 
the jurisprudence, when similar events occur, it is 
possible to go to the resolution of a particular case 
and shed light on the litigation and the legal and 
political argumentation46.

http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/docs/folleto/CIDHFolleto_esp.pdf
http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/docs/folleto/CIDHFolleto_esp.pdf
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2.5.3.3. TEMATIC 
HEARINGS.

Another of the IACHR mechanisms are 
Thematic Hearings, which are defined and 
structured from Article 61 to 70 of its Internal 
Regulations, which stipulate that: 

 
The purpose of the hearings may be to 

receive information from the parties in relation to 
any petition, a case in progress at the Commission, 
follow-up of recommendations, precautionary 
measures, or information of a general or particular 
nature related to Human Rights in one or more 
Member States of the the OAS.  

These may be requested so that the IACHR 
receives general information on the state of 
human rights of the member states or to follow 
up on petitions, cases, precautionary measures, 
pending, or recommendations generated by the 
commission itself. In the same way, they are 
requested for the expansion and reception of new 
information regarding the processing of a petition 
or case. 

Unlike the sessions, but in the same line, the 
IACHR convenes work meetings at the request of 
one of the parties or ex officio. These meetings are 
a space for the broad participation of the States 
Parties, petitioners and victims, on a specific topic 
and case. These are not public and always have 
the presence of a commissioner  and a rapporteur, 
in charge of the issue or Member State and the 
parties involved.

The IACHR has a web site platform47 for the 
management and reception of requests or petitions 

and the reception of information and documents, 
as well as a fairly complete48 guide so these can 
be properly filled in.

 
Although in many countries of the region, 

the civil society is aware of the Thematic Hearings 
mechanism and has requested or participated 
jointly with other social actors in Regional 
Hearings, it is evident that there is still a long way 
to go before this mechanism is properly used and 
can get effective outcomes. This is because many 
organisations invest time, money and human 
resources to request Thematic Hearings, which 
are approved, but, generally, it happens that after 
they are held, “nothing happens”. This is due to 
the fact that the relationship established with 
the IACHR and, in particular, with the Thematic 
Rapporteurships and their managers, must be 
prior, during and after (mainly), since the IACHR 
/ Rapporteurship must be given permanent 
information, which may consist of national reports 
on the subject, government decisions that worsen 
the situation addressed at the hearing, press news, 
etc; information that can help the rapporteurs fill 
in the situation with content, follow up on it and, 
mainly, have enough elements to be able to 
include them in the IACHR reports, or ultimately, 
to achieve an on-site visit.

47 Go to the following link for further information: http://www.
oas.org/es/cidh/
48 Go to the following link for further information: http://www.
oas.org/es/cidh/ayuda/Manual-Usuario-HRS.pdf

http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/
http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/
http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/ayuda/Manual-Usuario-HRS.pdf
http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/ayuda/Manual-Usuario-HRS.pdf
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2.5.3.4. 
MEETING WITH 
RAPPORTEURS:

Meetings with rapporteurs of the 
IACHR are a mechanism available to 
individuals, groups of individuals or 
States Parties, so that they can directly 
have information about their cases, their 
hearings, or advocacy processes before 
the Inter-American Humans Rights 
System (IAHRS). Meetings are spaces 
for deliberation, information gathering, 
follow-up on recommendations, and 
reception of alleged human rights 
violations.

The functions of the rapporteurs are stated 
in Article 15 of the Internal Regulations, and 
these are the ones in charge of supporting the 
specialised analysis of the complaints filed about 
alleged violations of the human rights of individuals 
or groups of individuals. The rapporteurs also 
support decision-making through the preparation 
of specialised studies and reports; also guide and 
urge the member states to properly comply with 
international agreements.

The IACHR website has a detailed annual 
calendar that shows the possible meetings 
for each thematic area. Normally, when the 
Thematic Hearings were held at the headquarters 
in Washington, DC, the rapporteurs could be 

approached in the corridors; or 
meetings with their work teams could 
be requested in their offices. Since 
it began to be underfunded, it was 
decided that each session of Thematic 
Hearings would be held in a country 
other than the natural venue, which led 
to it being held in different countries 
in recent years, in many cases, 
facilitating access to the civil society 
to participate; In other cases, and 
due to the costs of travel, especially 
to the south of the continent or to the 
Caribbean, the civil society cannot 
make effective use of this mechanism.

Despite these difficulties, building 
relationships with rapporteurs remains 
critical to advocacy. To facilitate this 
work, it is necessary for organisations 
to draw up maps of actors within the 
IAHRS, highlighting, in the case of the 
IACHR, which rapporteurs are allies, 
which are indifferent to one or another 
issue, and which opponents or which 
need convincing. Investigating their 
names, origins and political positions, 
pronouncements and interventions, 
gives clues about where they are on 
the map of actors. It is worth noting 
that, currently, the IACHR is made up 
mostly of women, three of whom are 
feminists. Through communication 
via email, relationships with these 
instances can be initiated, always from 
the consideration that civil society has 
the possibility of “filling” the rapporteurs 
with qualitative information so that 
they can have sufficient argumentative 
grounds to declare themselves favour 
of our requests.
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3. JURISPRUDENCE OF 
THE IAHRS REFERRING 
THE SRR

The Inter-American Human Rights System 
(IAHRS) has developed standards for the protection 
of SRR based on the construction of criteria that 
guarantee the rights of women and the rights of 
LGBTI people. This system has a large amount of 
jurisprudence on issues related to SRR, including 
controversial issues about the right to life, and the 
right to equality and non-discrimination.  

Through SIMORE, you can find 
and select the jurisprudence that both 
the IACHR and the IA Court H.R. have 
issued in relation to the human rights 
of women and LGBTI people, so that, 
after subsequent analysis, it can be a 
way to:

Harmonise regulations.
Qualify the legal and political argumentation 
in our advocacy with data at the local level.
Follow up on the recommendations of the 
IAHRS to member states in the region.
Issue public and political complaints 
against the States for failure to comply with 
regulations established.

For the preparation of this section of the 
document, studies and analyses carried out by 
activists and defenders of the SRR were reviewed, 
who have prepared compilations, interpretations, 
and research on them within the IAHRS. One of 
these studies is the one conducted by Alejandrá 
Sardá Chandiramani and Mirta Moragas Mereles, 
called the Proposal for an Inter-American 
Convention on SRR: background on International 
Human Rights Law (update 2008-2016)49. In 

this, the authors prepared, at the request of the 
CCIDSDR, a review of the jurisprudence (of the 
IA Court HD) related to the SRR (DSDR, Spanish 
Acronym) to compare it with the existing one 
(until the period of review) and to analyse how the 
international system was integrating these rights. 
With the outcomes they prepared a report-proposal 
that they presented to the Committee of Juridical 
and Political affairs of the OAS: a proposal for an 
Inter-American Convention on SRR.

The (thematic) standards 
established by the specialists to conduct 
the review are very important because 
these can be used for this same analysis 
at the national level:

Gender stereotypes regarding to 
reproduction and motherhood.
Assisted reproduction.
Sexual violence.
Scope of the right to life conforms to the 
American Convention on Human Rights 
(Article 4). 
Sexual orientation and gender identity as 
banned  categories of discrimination.

For pedagogical purposes, the referred 
document will be the subject of analysis by the 
students of the Political Advocacy Course of the 
LACWHN School, who will have to review each of 
the reported sentences and propose legal-political 
ties within their national realities. So, the referred 
document will serve as a route for advocacy.

49 The document is attached as a study source. Page. From 
17 to 42. PDF Document.
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3.1. ROUTES FOR 
ADVOCACY.

Jurisprudence can be one of the ways and 
strategies to qualify the advocacy, therefore, through 
its review and analysis, it is possible to inform 
ourselves, get training and, in this way, strengthen 
the legal and political argumentative capacities 
regarding the protection of the SRR, especially, 
in times when the discourses are structured by 
religious dogmas and fundamentalisms that are 
inserted in the national legislative spheres and in 
the spaces of advocacy and participation of the 
civil society at the regional level. 

The jurisprudence compiled by the 
referred document is based on the resolution of 
cases related to the aforementioned standards 
through the IACHR. This compilation allows the 
assessment of particular cases and therefore, it 
becomes a reference for comparison with other 
cases: for the search for similar legal situations. In 
its enunciation, the case and the sentence appear 
first and, later, the standards established by it.

Below there is a list of the cases considered 
in the document that are proposed for study in the 
Political Advocacy Course:

3.1.1. GENDER 
STEREOTYPES 
REGARDING 
REPRODUCTION 
AND MOTHERHOOD

Case of Atala Riffo and Daughters v. Chile. 
Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgement 
of 24 February, 201250.
Case of Fornerón and Daughter v. Argentina. 
Merits, Reparations and Costs. Judgement 
of 27 April, 201251.
Case of Artavia Murillo et al. (In vitro 
fertilisation) v. Costa Rica. Preliminary 
Objections, Merits, Reparations and Costs. 
Judgement of 28 November, 201252.

50 The facts of this case are related to the child-custody or 
guardianship that was brought before the Chilean courts 
by the father of the girls M., V. and R. against Mrs. Karen 
Atala Riffo, considering that her sexual orientation and their 
cohabitation with a same-sex partner would harm the three 
girls. In this sense, the Court had to resolve, among other 
elements, the international responsibility of the State for the 
alleged discriminatory treatment and arbitrary interference in 
the private and family life that Mrs. Atala had suffered due 
to her sexual orientation in the judicial process that resulted 
in the removal of the care and custody of her daughters M., 
V. and R .. For these purposes, the Court analysed, among 
others, the arguments presented by the judgement of the 
Supreme Court and the provisional guardianship decision 
of the Villarrica Juvenile Court. Judgement available online: 
http://corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_239_esp.
pdf .

51 The facts of this case began on 16 June, 2000, when 
Milagros Fornerón, daughter of Diana Elizabeth Enríquez and 
Leonardo Aníbal Javier Fornerón, was born. The following 
day, Mrs. Enríquez gave her daughter in temporary custody 
for adoption purposes to the B-Z couple, in the presence of 
the Substitute Ombudsman for the Poor and Minors of the 
city of Victoria, who recorded this in a formal record.

Leonardo Aníbal Javier Fornerón was not aware of the 
pregnancy until late in the pregnancy and, once he found out 
about it, he asked Mrs. Enríquez several times if he was the 
father, which was denied by the mother on all occasions. After 
the birth of Milagros Fornerón, and faced with doubts about 
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the girl’s whereabouts and her paternity, Leonardo Aníbal 
went to the Ombudsman’s Office for the Poor and Minors, 
stating that he wanted, if appropriate, to take care of the girl. 
One month after the birth of Milagros Fornerón, Mr. Fornerón 
legally recognised his daughter. On 1 August, 2000, the B-Z 
couple requested the judicial guardian of Milagros Fornerón. 
In the judicial proceeding on custody, Leonardo Aníbal Javier 
Fornerón was called to appear before the judge, and at all 
times he expressed his opposition to giving up the custody 
and required that the girl be handed over to him. In addition, 
a DNA test was performed to confirm his paternity.

On 17 May, 2001, the Judge of the First Instance granted the 
girl’s legal guardianship to couple B-Z and indicated that a 
visitation regime could be implemented in the future so that 
the father could maintain contact with the girl. Mr. Fornerón 
appealed the judgement, and it was reversed on appeal two 
years later. The B-Z couple filed an appeal for inapplicability 
of the law against this decision. On 20 November, 2003, the 
Superior Court of Justice of Entre Ríos declared the appeal 
admissible, reversed the decision of the Chamber and, 
consequently, confirmed the judgement of first instance. 
Finally, on 23 December, 2005, the simple adoption of 
Milagros Fornerón was granted to married couple B-Z. 
Judgement is available on line: http://corteidh.or.cr/docs/
casos/articulos/seriec_242_esp.pdf 
52 The facts of this case are related to the approval of 
Executive Decree No. 24029-S of 3 February, 1995, issued 
by the Ministry of Health, which authorised the practice of in 
vitro fertilisation (IVF) for conjugal couples and regulated its 
execution. IVF was practised in Costa Rica between years 
1995 and 2000. On 7 April, 1995, an unconstitutionality 
action was filed against this Executive Decree, using various 
allegations regarding violation of the right to life. On 15 March, 
2000, the Constitutional Chamber of the Supreme Court 
annulled the Executive Decree as unconstitutional. Nine 
couples presented a petition before the IACHR, due to this 
situation. In every case, the people presented evidence of: 
i) the causes of infertility of each couple; ii) the treatments to 
which they resorted to combat this condition; iii) the reasons 
why they went to IVF; iv) cases in which IVF treatment was 
interrupted due to the judgement of the Fourth Chamber, 
and v) cases in which couples had to travel abroad to carry 
out this procedure. Judgement available online: http://www.
corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_257_esp.pdf 

53 The facts of this case began on 27 June, 1973, when a 
coup d’état was carried out, which lasted until 28 February, 
1985. María Claudia García Iruretagoyena Casinelli, 
pregnant and aged 19, was arrested on 24 August, 1976, 
along with her husband, Marcelo Ariel Gelman Schubaroff. 
María Claudia García and Marcelo Gelman were taken to a 

For this Judgement, the feminist analysis 
that the co-author of this document made to the 
Judgement in question is attached. There it can be 
found feminist arguments for political advocacy at 
the local level.

Case of Gelman v. Uruguay. Merits and 
Reparations. Judgement of 24 February, 
201153.
Case of Espinoza Gonzáles v.  Peru. 
Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations 
and Costs. Judgement of 20 November, 
201454.

clandestine detention centre, where they remained together 
for a few days and were later separated.

Marcelo Gelman was tortured in the clandestine detention 
centre and then executed in 1976. In 1989 his remains 
were discovered. María Claudia García was transferred to 
Montevideo clandestinely by Uruguayan authorities, where 
she gave birth to a girl. At the end of December 1976, 
her newborn daughter was kidnapped. Until now, her 
whereabouts or that of her remains. On 14 January, 1977, the 
daughter of María Claudia de Gelman was placed in a basket 
and left at the door of the home of the Uruguayan police 
officer Ángel Tauriño’s family. He and his wife, who had no 
children, picked up the basket and kept the girl, registering 
her as their own child about a year and a half later. On 31 
March, 2000, at the age of 23, María Macarena Tauriño had 
for the first time contact with her paternal grandfather, Juan 
Gelman. As a consequence of the above, María Macarena 
Tauriño underwent, the same year, a DNA test in order to 
determine the possible kinship with the Gelman family, 
which resulted in a positive identification of a 99.998%. 
The aforementioned events could never be investigated or 
sanctioned by Uruguay since on 22 December, 1986, the 
Uruguayan Parliament approved the Law on the Expiration of 
the Punitive Claims of the State (Spanish: Ley de Caducidad 
de la Pretensión Punitiva del Estado). This law was an amnesty 
in relation to the crimes committed during the period of the 
military regime. The Judgement is available on line: http://
www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_221_esp1.
pdf 

54 In the context of the conflict between armed groups and 
agents of the police and military forces that took place in Peru 
between 1980 and 2000, torture and other cruel, inhuman 
or degrading treatment or punishment were a systematic 
and generalised practice and were used as instrument of 
the counter-subversive fight in the framework of criminal 
investigations for the crimes of treason and terrorism. 
In particular, there were numerous acts that formed a 
widespread and aberrant practice of rape and other forms of 
sexual violence that mainly affected women and was framed 
in a broader context of discrimination against women. These 
practices were facilitated by the permanent recourse to 
states of emergency and the antiterrorist legislation in force 
for the date, which was characterised by the absence of 
minimum guarantees for detainees, in addition to providing, 
among others, the power to hold detainees incommunicado, 
and in isolation cell. In this context, on 17 April, 1993, Gladys 
Carol Espinoza Gonzáles was intercepted together with 
her life partner Rafael Salgado in Lima by agents of the 
Kidnapping Investigation Division (In Spanish, DIVISE) of 
the Peruvian National Police (PNP), who had mounted the 

http://corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_242_esp.pdf
http://corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_242_esp.pdf
http://www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_257_esp.pdf
http://www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_257_esp.pdf
http://www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_221_esp1.pdf
http://www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_221_esp1.pdf
http://www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_221_esp1.pdf
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operation called “Oriente”, in order to find the perpetrators of 
the kidnapping of a businessman. Both were transferred to 
the DIVISE facilities and, the following day, Gladys Espinoza 
was transferred to the facilities of the National Directorate 
Against Terrorism (DINCOTE). In these facilities, Gladys 
Espinoza’s mother, Teodora Gonzáles, was misleadingly told 
that Gladys was not detained; and Teodora was not allowed 
to see her until approximately three weeks later. On 26 April, 
1993, Teodora Gonzáles submitted a written statement to the 
14 Fiscalía Especial de Terrorismo (14th Special Prosecutor 
for Terrorism), in which she requested the intervention 
of a medical examiner to verify the life and health of her 
daughter. Two days later, the then General Coordinator of 
the Association for Human Rights (In Spanish, APRODEH) 
reported to the la Fiscalía Especial de Defensoría del Pueblo 
(Special Prosecutor’s Office for the Ombudsman’s Office) 
and Human Rights, and to the Public Prosecutor-General’s 
Office, the Public Ministry, that Gladys Espinoza had been 
subjected to sexual abuse and physical abuse, among 
others, which would have had a sequence from the day of 
her arrest. During her stay at DINCOTE Gladys Espinoza 
received medical attention and treatment. In this regard, 
at least five examinations, reports and medical certificates 
were issued, in which the presence of injuries and bruises in 
various parts of the body was certified. 

On 25 June, 1993, the Special Military Examining Judge 
convicted Gladys Espinoza as the author of the crime 
of treason. On 17 February, 2003, the Superior Criminal 
Chamber of the Supreme Court declared null and void 
everything that was carried out in the criminal proceedings 
before the Military Court for the crime of treason. On 1 March, 
2004, La Sala Nacional de Terrorísmo (National Terrorism 
Chamber) issued a Judgement, whereby it sentenced Gladys 
Espinoza for the crime against Public Tranquility - Terrorism. 
On 24 November, 2004, the Permanent Criminal Chamber of 
the Supreme Court of Justice imposed on Gladys Espinoza 
the prison sentence of 25 years to expire on 17 April, 2018. 
Gladys Espinoza has been held in various prisons in Peru 
and is currently being held. Between 1996 and 2001 she 
remained in the Yanamayo Penal Facility. In the framework 
of the aforementioned criminal proceedings and on various 
occasions, Gladys Espinoza reported, before Peruvian 
authorities, that she was a victim of acts of violence during her 
detention, as well as acts of torture, rape and other forms of 
sexual violence during the time in which she remained in the 
facilities of DIVISE and DINCOTE. At the same time, in 2004 
Gladys Espinoza received a “Protocol of Reconocimiento 
Médico Legal para la Detección de Lesiones Resultantes 
de Tortura en Personas Vivas” (Medical Legal Recognition 
for the Detection of Injuries Resulting from Torture in Living 
People.)

Despite the numerous complaints made from 1993 onwards, 
and the medical reports that confirmed her health state, 
there was no investigation into the alleged acts of violence, 
and in particular sexual violence, perpetrated against 
Gladys Espinoza. It was not until 8 June, 2011 when the 
Inter-American Commission notified Peru of Admissibility 
and Merits Report No. 67/11 corresponding to the present 
case, that the procedure that led to the investigation by the 

3.1.2. ASSISTED 
REPRODUCTION

Case of Artavia Murillo et al. 
(In vitro fertilisation) v. Costa 
Rica. Preliminary Objections, 
Merits, Reparations and 
Costs. Judgement of 28 
November, 2012.

Tercera Fiscalía Penal Supra provincial 
de Lima (the Third Supra provincial 
Criminal Prosecutor’s Office -of Lima) was 
launched, which began on 16 April, 2012. 
Once the corresponding investigative 
procedures had been conducted in 
the framework of which the Institute of 
Forensic Medicine prepared on 7 January, 
2014 a “Protocolo de Investigación de 
Tortura o Tratos Crueles Inhumanos 
o Degradantes” (Protocol for the 
Investigation of Torture or Cruel, Inhuman 
or Degrading Treatment) with respect 
to Gladys Espinoza, on 30 April, 2014 
The Prosecutor formalised the criminal 
complaint before the National Criminal 
Court of Lima, and on 20 May, 2014, the 
National Criminal Court No.1 issued an 
indictment, through which it promoted 
criminal prosecution against several 
people for the crimes of kidnapping, rape 
and torture. Judgement available online: 
http://www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/
articulos/seriec_289_esp.pdf.

http://www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_289_esp.pdf.
http://www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_289_esp.pdf.
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3.1.3. SEXUAL 
VIOLENCE

Case of the Plan de Sánchez 
Massacre v. Guatemala. 
Reparations Judgement of 
19 November, 200455.
Case of the Miguel Castro 
Castro Prison v. Peru. 
Merits, Reparations and 
Costs. Judgement of 25 
November, 200656.
Caso de la Masacre de las 
Dos Erres VS. Guatemala. 
Excepción Preliminar, 
Fondo, Reparaciones y 
Costas. Sentencia de 24 de 
noviembre de 200957.
Case of Fernández Ortega 
et al. v. Mexico. Preliminary 
Objection, Merits, 
Reparations and Costs. 
Judgement of 30 August, 
201058.
Case of J. v. Peru. 
Preliminary Objection, 
Merits, Reparations and 
Costs. Judgement of 27 
November, 201359.
Case of Espinoza Gonzáles 
v. Peru. Preliminary 
Objections, Merits, 
Reparations and Costs. 
Judgement of 20 November, 
2014.
Case of Rosendo Cantú et 
al. v. Mexico. Preliminary 
Objection, Merits, 
Reparations and Costs. 
Judgement of 31 August, 
201060.

55 The facts of the present case refer to the Plan de Sánchez 
village located in the Municipality of Rabinal, in the central 
region of Guatemala. The area is predominantly inhabited 
by members of the Mayan indigenous people, belonging to 
the Achi linguistic community. Since 1982, the Guatemalan 
army maintained a strong presence in the area. Around 268 
people were executed in the massacre, who were mostly from 
the Mayan people of Achi and some were non-indigenous 
residents in some neighbouring communities. No further 
investigations were conducted nor were those responsible 
punished. Judgement available on line: http://www.corteidh.
or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_116_esp.pdf 
56 The facts of this case took place within the framework of 
the armed conflict in Peru. Between 6 and 9 May, 1992, the 
Peruvian State carried out an operation called “Mudanza 1”, 
the alleged purpose of which was to transfer approximately 
90 women, held in the Miguel Castro Castro penitentiary, 
to women’s penitentiary centres. The operation caused the 
death of dozens of inmates, as well as many wounded. The 
surviving inmates were subjected to beatings and attacks. 
Many of the injured were kept without medical attention for 
several days and the injured who were taken to the hospital 
did not receive the medications or medical attention they 
required. Judgement available on line: http://www.corteidh.
or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_160_esp.pdf 

57 The facts of this case are contextualised between 1962 
and 1996 during the internal armed conflict. The State of 
Guatemala applied the so-called “Doctrina de Seguridad 
Nacional” (National Security Doctrine), under which the 
intervention of the military power to confront subversion 
was increased, a concept that included any person or 
organisation that represented any form of opposition to the 
State, by which this status it was equated to that of “internal 
enemy.”

On 7 December, 1982, Guatemalan soldiers, belonging to 
the special group called “Kaibiles,” arrived in Las Dos Erres 
and took the people out of their homes. The men were locked 
up in the ‘Parcelamiento’ school and the women and children 
in the evangelical church. While they were kept locked up, 
they were beaten, and some even died as a result of the 
abuse. In the afternoon, the Kaibiles took the men out of 
the school, blindfolded and bound, to an unfinished water 
well, where they were gunned down (shot dead). Then they 
took the women and children out to the same place. On the 
way, many girls were raped. At least 216 people lost their 
lives in the events of the massacre. The population was 
informed that what had happened in Las Dos Erres was that 
the guerrillas had taken the people to Mexico, and then the 
soldiers were ordered to remove everything they could from 
the Parcelamiento and to burn the houses.

Given the seriousness of the events and after the complaint 
filed by the Asociación de Familiares de Detenidos-

Case of the Río Negro Massacres v. 
Guatemala. Preliminary Objection, Merits, 
Reparations and Costs. Judgement of 
September 4, 201261.
Case of the Massacres of El Mozote and 
nearby locations v. El Salvador. Merits, 
Reparations and Costs. Judgement of 25 
October, 201262.
Case of Espinoza Gonzáles v. Peru. 
Preliminary Objections, Merits, Reparations 
and Costs. Judgement of 20 November, 
2014

http://www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_116_esp.pdf
http://www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_116_esp.pdf
http://www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_160_esp.pdf
http://www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_160_esp.pdf
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Desaparecidos de Guatemala (Association of Relatives of 
the Detained-Disappeared of Guatemala) (FAMDEGUA, 
Spanish acronym) on 14 June, 1994 before the Criminal 
Court of First Instance of Petén, a process has been initiated 
in the ordinary criminal jurisdiction, which still remains in 
its initial stage. Judgement available on line: http://www.
corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_211_esp.pdf 
58 The facts of this case took place in a context of a significant 
military presence in the state of Guerrero. Mrs. Fernández 
Ortega is an indigenous woman belonging to the Me’phaa 
indigenous community, living in Barranca Tecoani, state of 
Guerrero. At the time of the events, she was almost 25 years 
old, she was married to Mr. Prisciliano Sierra, with whom 
she had four children. On 22 March, 2002, Mrs. Fernández 
Ortega was at her home with her four children, when a group 
of approximately eleven soldiers, dressed in uniforms and 
carrying weapons, entered her home. One of them took her 
by the hands and pointed the gun at her, told her to get down 
on the ground. Once on the ground, another soldier with one 
hand held her hands and raped her while two other soldiers 
watched. A series of appeals were filed in order to investigate 
and punish those responsible for the events. However, they 
were not successful. Judgement available on line: http://
www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_215_esp.
pdf
59 During the eighties until the end of 2000, Peru experienced 
a context of terrorist violence and human rights violations as 
a result of the conflict between armed groups and agents of 
the police and military forces. In 1992, DINCOTE (National 
Directorate Against Terrorism) determined that the publication 
“El Diario” was part of the Communist Party of Peru, Sendero 
Luminoso, for which DINCOTE carried out arrests and 
interventions against people linked to this magazine. On 13 
April, DINCOTE police personnel implemented Operation 
Moyano, which determined the intervention of buildings, such 
as that of Mrs. J.’s parents, since they indicated that terrorists 
from Sendero Luminous were gathered in that building.

As part of the operation, Mrs. J. was arrested and taken to the 
DINCOTE police unit. During the detention, the state agents 
allegedly committed acts of torture and cruel, inhuman and 
degrading treatment, including an alleged rape of Mrs. J. 
The transfer to DINCOTE allegedly involved the deprivation 
of liberty without judicial control, with alleged violations 
of due process, and the principle of legality and non-
retroactivity and in inhumane conditions of detention for 17 
days. Following Mrs. J.’s release in June 1993, she travelled 
to the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, 
where she was granted refugee status. In December 2007, 
Mrs. J. travelled to Germany to visit her sister, however, when 
she was about to return to London, she was detained by 
INTERPOL based on the search and arrest request sent by the 
Peruvian authorities. Beginning in 2003, a series of reforms 
were carried out in the Peruvian anti-terrorist legislation, by 
which everything that was carried out in the process of Mrs. 
J. was declared null and void, which was carried out by 
secret identity judges and prosecutors and, consequently, 
the process was retraced to the moment of issuance of the 
accusatory opinion by the prosecutor of the Public Ministry. 
Currently, the process is pending the oral trial. In 2008, the 
Peruvian State requested the extradition of Mrs. J., for the 
alleged commission of the crimes of apology to terrorism and 
terrorism. Judgement available on line: http://www.corteidh.
or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_275_esp.pdf 

59 Los hechos del presente caso sucedieron entre el 11 y el 
13 de diciembre de 1981, cuando la Fuerza Armada de El 
Salvador con el apoyo de la Fuerza Aérea salvadoreña, realizó 
una serie consecutiva de ejecuciones masivas, colectivas 
e indiscriminadas de civiles, en el caserío El Mozote, el 
cantón La Joya, los caseríos Ranchería, Los Toriles y Jocote 
Amarillo, así como en el cantón Cerro Pando y en una cueva 
del Cerro Ortiz. Estos ataques se dieron en el marco de una 
supuesta operación de contrainsurgencia que formaba parte 
de una política de “tierra arrasada” planificada y ejecutada 

por el Estado. Sentencia disponible en línea:  http://corteidh.
or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_252_esp.pdf
Tras doce años de conflicto armado, el 16 de enero de 1992 
se firmó el Acuerdo de Paz que puso fin a las hostilidades 
entre el Gobierno de El Salvador y el Frente Farabundo Martí 
de Liberación Nacional (FMLN). El 23 de enero de 1992, 
la Asamblea Legislativa de la República de El Salvador 
dictó el Decreto Legislativo Nº147 denominado “Ley de 
Reconciliación Nacional”. El 20 de marzo de 1993, cinco 
días después de la presentación del Informe de la Comisión 
de la Verdad, la Asamblea Legislativa dictó la denominada 
“Ley de Amnistía General para la Consolidación de la Paz”.

60 The facts of this case took place in a context of a 
significant military presence in the state of Guerrero, aimed 
at repressing illegal activities such as organised crime. In 
this state, a significant percentage of the population belongs 
to indigenous communities, who preserve their traditions 
and cultural identity and live in municipalities with great 
marginalisation and poverty.

Valentina Rosendo Cantú is an indigenous woman belonging 
to the Me’phaa indigenous community, in this territory. At the 
time of the events, she was 17 years old, married to Mr. Fidel 
Bernardino Sierra, and had a daughter. On 16 February, 2002, 
she was in a creek near her home. When she was getting 
ready to bathe, eight soldiers, accompanied by a civilian 
who had been detained, approached her and surrounded 
her. Two of them questioned her about “Los encapuchados” 
(the hooded ones), they showed her a photo of a person and 
a list of names, while one of them pointed his gun at her. She 
indicated that she did not know the people she was being 
questioned about. The soldier who was aiming her hit her 
in the stomach with the weapon, causing her to fall to the 
ground. Then one of the militaries took her by the hair while 
insisting on the required information. Finally, they scratched 
her face, took off her skirt and underwear and threw her on 
the ground, and one of them penetrated her sexually, at 
the end of which the other, who was also interrogating her, 
proceeded to sexually assault her too.

Both Valentina Rosendo Cantú and her husband presented 
a series of appeals to report the events and request that 
the necessary investigations be carried out to identify and 
punish those responsible. The investigation was referred to 
the military criminal jurisdiction, which decided to file/close 
the case. Judgement available on line: http://www.corteidh.
or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_216_esp.pdf 

61 The facts of this case took place in the context of the 
internal armed conflict in Guatemala, between 1962 and 1996. 
The Comisión de Esclarecimiento Histórico (Commission 
for Historical Clarification) established that multiple human 
rights violations were committed. In this context, a series of 
massacres were perpetrated which are the subject of the 
case. 
The massacres involved in this case are those of 4 March, 
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1980 in the Río Negro chapel, that of 13 February, 1982 
in the Xococ village, that of 13 March, 1982 in Cerro de 
Pacoxom, and that of 14 May, 1982 in “Los Encuentros” 
and the massacre of 14 September, 1982 in “Agua Fría.” 
Judgement available on line: http://www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/
casos/articulos/seriec_250_esp.pdf 

On 4 March, 1980, seven leaders of the Río Negro community 
were executed. Two other leaders were also executed that 
same day. On 13 February, 1982, approximately 70 people, 
including men, women, and children, from the Río Negro 
community were transferred to Xococ, of whom only two 
returned to Río Negro. On 13 March that the same year, the 
patrol men and soldiers dug a grave and proceeded to kill 
the people from Río Negro who were present. The bodies of 
the slaughtered people were thrown into a nearby ravine or a 
grave. During the massacre, the patrol men and the military 
chose 17 children from the Río Negro community who were 
forced to live with members of the Xococ Community. In the 
massacre of 14 May, at least 79 people were killed and then 
on 14 September, 92 people. The people who managed 
to escape from the different massacres perpetrated took 
refuge in the mountains, some for years, stripped of all their 
belongings, sleeping in the open and moving continuously in 
order to flee from the soldiers and patrols who were chasing 
them even after the massacres. In addition, the members 
of the Río Negro community experienced severe difficulties 
in finding food, while several children and adults died of 
hunger, as the army and patrols destroyed the crops they 
managed to have. Some women gave birth in the mountains, 
and were only able to register their children later, with false 
dates and places of birth, to protect them.

When a 1983 amnesty law came into force, some survivors 
of the massacres were resettled by the government in the 
Pacux neighbourhood, located behind the Rabinal military 
detachment. However, it continued in that place. At least 
289 survivors of the Río Negro massacres still live in the 
semi-urban colony of Pacux, whose living conditions are 
precarious, and the lands are not suitable for the subsistence 
of agriculture. In addition, the resettlement implied the loss 
of the relationship that the community had with its culture, 
natural resources and properties and of the Maya Achí 
language.

62 The events of this case occurred between 11 and 13 
December, 1981, when the Armed Forces of El Salvador, 
with the support of the Salvadoran Air Force, perpetrated 
a consecutive series of mass, collective and indiscriminate 
executions of civilians, in the village of El Mozote, the La 
Joya canton, the Ranchería, Los Toriles and Jocote Amarillo 
hamlets, as well as in the Cerro Pando canton and in a cave 
in Cerro Ortiz. These attacks took place within the framework 
of an alleged counterinsurgency operation that was part 
of a “tierra arrasada” (scorched earth) policy planned and 
executed by the State. Judgement available on line: http://
corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_252_esp.pdf

After twelve years of armed conflict, on 16 January, 1992, the 
Peace Agreement was signed that put an end to hostilities 
between the Government of El Salvador and the Farabundo 
Martí National Liberation Front (in Spanish, FMLN). On 23 
January, 1992, the Legislative Assembly of the Republic of El 
Salvador issued Legislative Decree No. 147 called the “Ley 
de Reconciliación Nacional” (National Reconciliation Law.) 
On 20 March, 1993, five days after the presentation of the 
Truth Commission Report, the Legislative Assembly issued 
the so-called “Ley de Amnistía General para la Consolidación 
de la Paz” (General Amnesty Law for the Consolidation of 
Peace.)

3.1.4. SCOPE OF 
THE RIGHT TO LIFE 
IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH THE 
AMERICAN 
CONVENTION ON 
HUMAN RIGHTS 
(Articule 4)

3.1.5. SEXUAL 
ORIENTATION AND 
GENDER IDENTITY 
AS BANNED 
CATEGORIES OF 
DISCRIMINATION

Case of Artavia Murillo et 
al. (In vitro fertilisation) v. 
Costa Rica. Preliminary 
Objections, Merits, 
Reparations and Costs. 
Judgement 28 November, 
2012.

Case Atala Riffo and 
Daughters v. Chile. Merits, 
Reparations and Costs. 
Judgement 24 February, 
2012.
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4. THE LACWHN 
WITHIN THE IAHRS

4.1. MULTI-LEVEL 
ADVOCACY MODEL

Political advocacy has been the 
institutional backbone of the LACWHN 
from which its other actions emerge, and 
the reason why it has been classified 
as an expert network in the design and 
implementation of multi-level advocacy 
strategies, achieving recognition as a 
consultative organisation and ally for 
issues related to women’s health and 
SRR by international bodies such as 
the United Nations and the IAHRS.

Since 2012, LACWHN has worked out a 
path for advocacy that has produced results from 
the moment of its implementation. This strategy is 
materialised in an intervention model that shares 

permanently with its Membership and National 
Liaisons, which put the effectiveness of the 
methodology to the test by replicating it in their 
national advocacy and mobilisation actions. For 
the purposes of the learning process in the School, 
and from the specific theme of Advocacy in the 
IAHRS, it is proposed to show how the elements 
that make up the model have been implemented 
by the Network, its National Liaisons and some 
affiliates, both in the system international as in the 
IAHRS.

4.1.1. ELEMENTS 
OF THE LACWHN’S 
MULTI-LEVEL 
ADVOCACY MODEL

The four elements that comprise the 
Network’s multilevel advocacy model are listed 
below, so that the School’s participants can: i) 
learn about the model, ii) visualise themselves in 
the practice of the model in some advocacy space 
together with LACWHN, iii) design a replication 
proposal at the national level. The elements of the 
model are: 
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- Learning by doing: it allows in situ to learn 
about the dynamics, operation and tactics of 
lobbying in these instances. LACWHN invites its 
National Liaisons to participate in the advocacy 
spaces and outlines a path of action before, 
during and after the agenda. To know the 
functioning of the United Nations or 
the IAHRS, it is essential to witness 
these scenarios, manage the internal 
methodology of registration, entering 
the physical spaces, political intention 
of meetings, official events and the civil 
society, among other aspects, which 
only they learn when experienced. During 
the OAS general assemblies held in Washington, 
DC, in 2018 and in Colombia in 2019, a group of 
twenty members, both from the National Liaisons 
and the Right Here, Right Now (RHRN) youth 
programme, participated in the workshops and 
learned about:

About the civil society registration system 
before the OAS.
About the accreditation system to participate 
in the GAOAS 
Contributions and strategic coordination in 
the participation mechanism through Theme 
Coalitions, which LACWHN has helped to 
strengthen, such as the American Coalition 
for Women’s HR and the Coalition of Youth 
and Adolescents of the Americas. 
The process of intervention and advocacy of 
the Coalitions before the official delegations 
of the States and the Secretary-General of 
the OAS.

They also gained knowledge on 
how:

To prepare meetings with the Secretary 
of the OAS Office of Juridical and Political 
Affairs.
Prepares meetings with Commissioners 
of the IACHR and Rapporteurs, especially 
LGBTI and women.
Participate in the General Commission, 
specifically, in advocacy for modifications in 
the Resolution of HR.
Prepare side events and participate in many 
others of interest for the agendas. 

- Advocacy based on data: consists of 
preparing argumentative evidence on the progress, 
setbacks and obstacles that Member States have 
in the scope of their international commitments 
and the way in which these are manifested or 
not in rights and regulations at the national level. 
Through its monitoring strategy for the advocacy 
represented in the Mira que te Miro Platform, 
LACWHN, in alliance with other regional networks, 
follows up on the Montevideo Consensus at the 
Latin American and Caribbean level. The Mira 
que te Miro platform is constituted as 
a social monitoring initiative built over 
the period of three years and with 
the participation of a large number of 
organisations, experts from all over Latin 
America and the Caribbean. During 
2014 and early 2015, its promoting 
group, made up of representatives 
from eight regional networks, in 
collaboration with a group of experts 
on health and SRR, analysed the as 
Medidas Prioritarias del Consenso de 
Montevideo (Priority Measures of the 
Montevideo Consensus) in relation with 
SRHR and developed the framework of 
analysis, as well as questionnaires and 
social monitoring tools.
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The first report63 on the 
results was presented at the 
third Regional Conference on 
Population and Development, 
held in Lima, Peru, in 2018. 

In 2019, the information 
survey was expanded in two 
thematic axes: Child, early and 
forced marriage (CEFM) and 
Unions (MUITF, in Spanish) and 
Sexual Orientation and Gender 
Identity; Also, brief situation 
analysis reports were prepared 
on abortion and the Rights of 
adolescents64. In 2020, the 
updating of the information and 
the assessment of the national 
coalitions on the recommendations 
to the Member States to accelerate 
the fulfilment of the commitments 
and the preparation of a second 
report for the follow-up of the 
Population and Development 
Agenda in the context of the 
commitments of the Sustainable 
Development Goals. 

The MQM is consolidated 
as the first instrument to use the 
“Advocacy on data” element (of 
the LACWHN multi-level Advocacy 
model.) The second instrument is 
the mapping or scooping, which 
is constituted as the possibility of 
identifying and making maps of 
actors that strengthen strategic 
alliances to design paths for 
advocacy. In recent years, maps 
of the General Assembly of the 

OAS, CARICOM, of youth, feminist and LGBTI 
organisations, of Honduras, Bolivia and eleven 
Caribbean countries have been drafted; while 
during the pandemic, a mapping was drawn on how 
issues related to sexual and reproductive health 
and the SRR of women and young people were 
incorporated into the regulations that governments 
issued during the Covid-19 emergency. 

It is worth emphasising that, as 
the on-site learning is prepared, maps 
of actors and mappings are elaborated 
too, these allow us to identify allies, 
opponents, of our advocacy actions. 
Similarly, the data that the MQM 
produces are essential to qualify the 
positions, interventions and documents 
that are used for the entire advocacy 
process. 

- Mobilise to transform: this element is 
intrinsic to the previous ones, because multi-level 
advocacy is supported by mobilisation actions, 
pressure and peaceful resistance to demand, 
from Member States, compliance with and respect 
for women’s rights, especially for their rights to 
health and SRR. The Network encourage, 
facilitates and promotes this type of 
actions in its Membership permanently 
63 To see the full report, open the following link:https://www.
miraquetemiro.org/downloads/mira_que_te_miro_resumen_
global.pdf?v=oct18-3
64 Go to the following link for further information: https://www.
miraquetemiro.org/downloads/Policy_Brief_Adolescentes.
pdf

https://www.miraquetemiro.org/downloads/mira_que_te_miro_resumen_global.pdf?v=oct18-3
https://www.miraquetemiro.org/downloads/mira_que_te_miro_resumen_global.pdf?v=oct18-3
https://www.miraquetemiro.org/downloads/mira_que_te_miro_resumen_global.pdf?v=oct18-3
https://www.miraquetemiro.org/downloads/Policy_Brief_Adolescentes.pdf
https://www.miraquetemiro.org/downloads/Policy_Brief_Adolescentes.pdf
https://www.miraquetemiro.org/downloads/Policy_Brief_Adolescentes.pdf
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and actively through campaigns on 
emblematic dates that are considered 
mobilisers of opinion, awareness and 
social denunciation. In addition, LACWHN has 
been part of protest mobilisations around actions 
carried out by advocacy spaces; for instance, in the 
framework of the GAOAS in Medellín, Colombia, 
in 2019, the Network supported the mobilisation 
to demonstrate the presence and interference of 
religious fundamentalist dogmas in the decisions 
of the OAS, especially, due to the presence of 
recognised enemies of the rights of women and 
LGBTI people.

Within the mobilisation, those events parallel 
to the Advocacy spaces are also considered 
events that are carried out to make the health and 
SRR agendas visible, to find out the positions of 
officials of the advocacy spaces, to socialise our 
intervention strategies with the civil society and to 
position the LACWHN and its organisations in these 
spaces. Contemplate side events as part of the 
advocacy is essential in organisations, since multi-
level advocacy does not only refer to the normative 
transformation actions that are broadcast in these 
spaces. If viewed in this way, we would be negating 
the immense power of social mobilisation (not only 
understood as peaceful marches) in changing the 
ideologies, positions, and political decisions of the 
Member States would be made invisible. There 
are many examples in the Latin American and 
Caribbean region that demonstrate how social and 
political mobilisation has succeeded in changing 
presidents. The GAOAS has managed to modify 
decisions related to spaces for participation, 
places of advocacy, among others. 

- Communicate strategically 
to generate Advocacy: LACWHN 
communications are the channel through 

which information travels to become an 
element of information, communication 
and social transformation. This is 
essential to make visible the advocacy 
actions on site, the mobilisation actions 
that are carried out in these spaces, 
and the dynamics of the Member 
States regarding our agendas. In this way, 
the events are communicated immediately, which 
allows activating massive communication actions 
of protest or support, as appropriate, through the 
National Liaisons in the countries of the region.

4.2. THE PATH 
TRAVELLED BY 
LACWHN IN THE 
IAHRS

To prepare this section of the document, two 
sources were used (testimonial and archival). The 
first, through the design of an interview that was 
applied to executive counsellors who have been 
representatives of the LACWHN before the OAS, 
as well as the General Coordinator of the Network. 
The second, by reviewing the systematisation of 
the experience of LACWHN in the IAHRS during 
the last five years (2016-2020).
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4.2.1. OPENING 
ROUTES FOR 
ADVOCACY IN 
THE IAHRS

In 2012, the LACWHN Directive 
Council made the decision to initiate 
an advocacy process in the IAHRS, 
specifically, in the GAOAS. To this 
end, LACWHN delegated some of its 
counsellors.  This decision allowed 
to open a path within the IAHRS, the 
result of which is recognition by the 
institutions that comprise the System.

The advocacy strategy developed focused 
on two issues: participation in the GAOAS and 
and participation in Thematic Hearings before the 
IACHR. Therefore, in the period between 2013 
and 2016, LACWHN participated in all general 
assemblies and in two Thematic Hearings: one 
of a regional nature, on Reproductive Health 
and maternal mortality, and a National Thematic 
Hearing65. In 2014, the LACWHN joined the 
OAS Defenders Coalition, contributing to the 
incorporation of the themes on women’s human 
rights: representation that it holds to date.

During the 
aforementioned period, the 
Network paved the way 
for multi-level advocacy 
before the IAHRS, 
especially related to the 
visibility of the agendas: 
violence against women in 
the Americas, the SRR and 
women defenders. It was not 
an easy process, all this because 
at that time, the networks and 
organisations that were present 
in this space were focused on 
mobilising the agendas related 
to the rights of LGBTI people, 
strategic litigation, democracy 
and the situation of human rights 
defenders in the region. The only 
Network that carried the agenda of 
the SRR was the Inter-American 
Convention on SRR (CCIDSDR, 
Spanish acronym), which began 
its presence at the GAOAS in 
200766.  

65 It is not clear about the country that 
submitted the request for the Thematic 
Hearing. 
66 Information provided by a member of 
the CCIDSDR Collegiate Coordination.
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4.2.2. LAWHN 
AT THE IAHRS: 
ACHIEVEMENTS 
AND ROUTES 
TO CONTINUE 
ADVOCACY

The path travelled by the 
LACWHN was fundamental so 
that during the period from 2016 
to 2020 it positioned itself within 
the IAHRS as a legitimate political 
actor, integrated into spaces for 
advocacy and participation in 
the IAHRS. The outcomes are 
obvious: 

LACWHN has specified its 
advocacy agenda within the 
IAHRS, which translates 
into ensuring that the 
Human Rights Resolution 
incorporates and maintains 
the human rights of women, 
sexual and reproductive 

In order to be recognised as a legitimate 
interlocutor in that space, the LACWHN had to 
walk a rocky path, since legendary actors during 
the follow-up to the OAS had a space gained, and 
felt, some of them, a little fear about sharing the 
learnings and gains achieved so far. However, the 
LACWHN holds its perseverance until it was able 
to count - together with other organisations - with 
a Women’s Human Rights Roundtable, in which 
the pivotal and structural debates on women 
in the region were held and interventions were 
constructed before the official delegations. This 
space was later replaced by the Work Coalitions 
before the OAS, although it was recovered by 
the LACWHN in 2018, thanks to its leadership in 
the formation of the Coalition of Human Rights of 
Women in the Americas.

The LACWHN began advocacy 
work with the IACHR thanks to the 
presence of Tracy Robinson, a Jamaican 
feminist, who came to the institution to 
strengthen the issues on the feminist 
agenda, especially Gender-Based 
Violence (GBV.) Added to this process 
was the appointment of Margaret May 
Macaulay, a feminist from the same 
country, who, like Tracy, had been a 
member of the Caribbean feminist 
movement, in the CAFRA Network, and 
was very familiar with the actions of 
the LACWHN. This helped the Network 
to begin a path of strengthening and 
positioning itself on the agendas of 
the civil society in the OAS. Above all, 
on issues related to GBV and SRR. 
Concomitantly, the LACWHN was 
generating strategic alliances with 
the Centre for Reproductive Rights 
(CEJIL), Women’s link, and with LGBTI 
groups, which were consolidating their 
political actions, which contributed 
to strengthening inter-institutional 
relations.
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health, and SRR. Not an easy 
agenda, understanding that, 
especially in relation with 
the reproductive autonomy, 
it is what generates the 
most apprehension for the 
countries of the region

LACWHN has consolidated 
its role within the Civil 
Society (CS) participation 
mechanism before the 
GAOAS, by being the 
creator and coordinator of 
the Coalitions of the Human 
Rights of Women of the 
Americas and the Youth 
and Adolescents Coalition 
of the Americas, where it 
has managed to transmit 
its multilevel advocacy 
model, which has allowed 
to maintain cohesion and 
strategic work among the 
organisations that make 
up the coalitions, who 
recognise the LACWHN as 
the legitimate coordinator 
and unifier of actions for 
advocacy. 

It has strengthened relations 
with the Office of Rights 
and Equity and the Office of 
Relations between the OAS 
and the CS and other actors, 
maintaining a permanent 
conversation that affects 
the official approval of the 
LACWHN as part of the 

organisations of the CS before the OAS since 
March 2019, and in the strengthening of 
capacities among its affiliates to understand 
and put into practice the registration 
processes of organisations as part of the 
OAS and to exchange dialogues on the 
political tendencies of the Member States in 
each of the GAOAS.

It has strengthened alliances with progressive 
coalitions in GAOAS; especially, with the 
Coalitions of SRR, LGTBI, Espiritualidades 
(Spiritualities), Democracia (Democracy), 
among others. Also, with the CDD, Latin-
American and the Caribbean Network for 
Democracy (REDLAD, Spanish Acronym), 
Synergia, CDR networks, among many 
others.

LACWHN is part of the General Commission 
in the GAOAS, which allows it to have access 
to direct advocacy with the Member States 
to ensure that there is no backwardness 
in what has been achieved in terms of the 
Human Rights of Women, youth, GBV and 
SRR. Also support the progress. 

It has strengthened its ties with some 
Commissioners of the IACHR, who 
recognise the LACWHN as a leader that 
champions the tough issues on the women’s 
agenda, such as abortion, CSE, and SRRs. 
This is evidenced in the participation of 
the Commissioners in forums, meetings, 
events that the LACWHN promotes and in 
which they participate in an assertive and 
permanent manner. 
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Promote, train and support 
affiliated organisations and 
National Liaisons for the 
presentation of Thematic 
Hearings - at regional or 
national level- permanently. 
Similarly, use all the 
participation mechanisms 
of the OAS in which it 
establishes a permanent 
presence. 

Strengthen relations with the 
Inter-American Commission 
of Women -CIM for its 
Spanish Acronym, especially 
now that the director is a 
woman close to the agendas 
of women and the SRR. This, 
through contributing political 
documents to Mesecvi and 
its group of Experts.

Strengthen multi-level 
alliances with organisations 
that act in the IAHRS 
such as CEJIL, the Centre 
for Reproductive Rights 
(CDR), Women’s Link, 
among others, in order to 
allow LACWHN to maintain 
an indirect presence in 
Washington, DC, place of 
the natural headquarters of 
the OAS.

It has established a bridge of 
intercommunication with the Juridical-
Political Office of the OAS, which has 
allowed it to draw legal-political ideas to find 
the way to generate advocacy in the abortion 
agenda, in general, in relation to the SRR of 
the women in the Americas. 

These are only the most representative 
advances of the LACWHN before the IAHRS in 
the recent years. The following are the routes for 
advocacy within the IAHRS, outlined in its Plan 
Estratégico Institucional (Institutional Strategic 
Plan) (2020-2024):

Ensure that all of its Membership, or most 
of it, is registered as part of the CS before 
the OAS, in order to be able to forcefully 
generate advocacy in the coalitions, through 
the request for Thematic Hearings, for the 
documentation for Rapporteurs, among 
other actions within the IAHRS.

Strengthen their presence and leadership 
within the Coalition of Defenders. This 
implies strengthening inter-institutional 
relations with CEJIL. 

Strengthen high-level strategic actions 
with the IACHR, especially with the 
Commissioners who are allies in the women’s 
agenda and the SRR. This should imply 
the design of a permanent documentation 
methodology for the Commissioners and 
related Rapporteurs. The above, with the 
goal that the LACWHN reports are included 
in the IACHR reports, as well as in the 
approval of on-site visits in some countries 
where its National Liaisons are located.
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